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Executive Summary
On December 29, 2013, Council approved the 2013 Recreation Facilities Master Plan as a guide for the
development of recreation facilities in Banff. This plan recommended the development of a site specific
plan for the Banff Recreation Grounds with the goal of improving the existing spaces for multiple
functions, to enhance the site beyond simply an athletic park and picnic area, and to showcase the
Banff setting and lifestyle. The redevelopment plan includes a vision for the park and the uses it serves
as well as it recommends phasing of the improvements.
Considering the age of some of the site’s infrastructure, incremental site modifications over the years,
and the changes in the demographic of visitors and changing recreational needs, the site requires a
road map for future improvements and redevelopment. The focus of the redevelopment project is the
creation of a holistic plan and detailed recommendations to guide redevelopment and site management
for the next 10 years.
Since there is limited municipal recreation land available in Banff and no room for additional expansion
of the recreation grounds, four season programming on the site needs to be arranged logically,
efficiently and flexibly.
The redevelopment plan is supported by strong design rationale gathered throughout the study
process from site analysis, stakeholder involvement and public consultation.
Public Involvement
Throughout the creation of the redevelopment plan, the project team has engaged a wide range of
expertise, opinions and perspectives. Through these interaction’s, there was a dynamic cross pollination
of ideas and design decisions that helped form a clear understanding of project goals and objectives. A
collaborative approach between the consulting team, municipal administration, stakeholders and the
general public provided the information and idea generation required to create a flexible, dynamic and
effective redevelopment plan.
The following provides a list of representatives important to the creation of the redevelopment plan:
Town Departmental Representatives: These representatives possess a solid working knowledge
and understanding of municipal policies, community values and trends, operational procedures and
municipal budgets.
Parks Canada: As a community situated within a national park, the redevelopment plan needs to
align with the goals and policies of Parks Canada.
Stakeholder Groups: This group is comprised of core user groups (15), such as sports teams, public
interest groups and partnership organizations, who have a vested interest and important knowledge
about the site.
General Public: This group is comprised of interested individuals or users of the site who were
provided with opportunities through public consultation events and the Town’s website to provide
input and review and comment on the project.
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Project Process
In order to understand the site and develop the redevelopment plan, the project progressed through a
series of tasks. The public involvement component, as described above, was integrated throughout the
project phases to confirm the redevelopment plan’s direction. The project phases included:
1) Back Ground Document Review and Site Analysis
2) A Current Site Use and Future Needs Assessment
3) Review of Opportunities and Constraints for the Site
4) Developing a Programing Framework for the Site
5) Development of Three Concept Options
6) Refinement of Options to a Draft Redevelopment Plan
7) Refinement of the Draft Plan to Create a Final Redevelopment Plan
Redevelopment Plan Recommendations
The following provides an overview of the key redevelopment plan recommendations for improving
the Recreation Grounds:
• Add wildlife fencing to the site to mitigate wildlife conflicts and maintenance issues.
• Create a comprehensive furnishings plan that relocates and upgrades picnic sites, barbeques,
benches, bike racks, garbage receptacles, recycling receptacles and dumpsters.
• Improve the trail network within the park and ensure that it is efficient and accessible.
• Create and implement a comprehensive site signage and wayfinding plan to help direct users to site
amenities and provide information about site use.
• Commemorate the Banff National Park Pavillion designed by Frank Lloyd Wright.
• Replace the sports’ field irrigation systems
• Provide infield and outfield field lighting for the west and centre ball diamonds.
• Remove the existing east baseball diamond and replace with multiple other uses including a fenced
off-leash area, additional picnic amenities and a a seasonal outdoor hockey/leisure skating rink that
is flooded during the winter and left as an open lawn space in the other seasons.
• Remove cinder running track and increase the rugby soccer field to meet regulation field sizes.
• Replace the existing temporary skateboard park with a permanent skateboard park facility.
Reinstate the parking area currently covered by the existing skateboard park.
• Create a canoe landing area adjacent to the future Bow River footbridge.
• Create hill within the Recreation Grounds that could be used for sledding/tobogganing in winter
and spectating in summer.
• Construct a four-season multi-purpose building that supports both sports field and park activities.
• Provide three-season vault toilet washroom building near the rugby/soccer field and relocate the
maintenance compound and storage building to Sundance Road near the rugby/soccer field.
• Retain space for an additional community greenhouse, storage shed and fenced yard.
• Replace and expand the existing playgrounds with a nature play areas and or water play elements
that meet the needs of a widerange of children’s age groups.
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• Construct a smaller scale children’s bike skills park and terrain loop and develop a multi-age
adventure play area in the location of the former bike skills park.
• Upgrade the existing group picnic sites, with clear access to potable water and improved and
increased numbers of site amenities and furnishings. Ensure handicap accessible sites are located
throughout the park setting with easy trail access.
• Construct four season plazas or gathering spaces; adjacent to the multi-purpose building, group
picnic shelter and seasonal rink; and the existing washroom building. .
Management Plan Recommendations
The redevelopment plan report includes management recommendations for the Recreation Grounds.
The management recommendations are designed to provide basic measures and strategies for
managing the Park’s resources, facilities, amenities, infrastructure and uses. The following, outlines key
recommendations in the management plan:
• Conduct additional environmental impact assessments as required during future design and
implementation phases, to ensure that changes in the Banff Recreation Grounds do not cause
adverse environmental impacts. Ensure that minimum setbacks are maintained between park uses
and waterways.
• Undertake a parking impact assessment that will determine the current parking needs and capacity
and anticipate future parking needs based on proposed site improvements. Use this
information to help phase parking improvements on-site.
• Partnerships are an important resource for the ongoing management of the Recreation Grounds.
Volunteers from specific users groups such as dog walkers, sports, cycling or walking groups, or
an overall “Friends of the Banff Recreations Grounds” group could serve as a valuable resource for
identifying, coordinating and completing specific aspects of park maintenance. Through a partnership
arrangement, the Town could provide liaison, equipment and budget resources to support the work
of groups.
• Review and enforce the Town bylaws (and provincial acts) to manage use in Banff Recreation
Grounds. Determine if there are gaps within the bylaws that may lead to potential enforcement
issues.
• Reserve the area of north of the canal in a relatively natural state. Any future park uses that
extend into this area should be low-key and should recognize that the area is adjacent to
an important wildlife movement corridor.
• Regular review and maintenance of the park its trails and amenities will require dedicated
resources to ensure that the amenities are maintained to a satisfactory standard.
• Ensure that garbage and recycling receptacles are emptied before reaching their full capacity and
that litter and refuse are picked up consistently to reduce the number of wildlife attractants on-site.
Ensure that there is adequate access to garbage and recycling receptacles throughout the park.
• Refine the current field reservation system to improve tracking of formal and informal field usage.
• Consider creating a temporary reservation system for the tennis courts or set up time-lapse
cameras to determine the amount of use during an entire season.
• Work with community event groups to determine the ongoing needs of event planners and
establish protocols for site use to help reduce maintenance and ensure that the site remains in
good condition.
• Because of the number of different recreational uses of the park, additional “local rules” may be
created. These rules are not enforced by Town bylaw but instead provide standards for park user
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etiquette.
• Since the multi-purpose building will be a new programming opportunity for the Town, it is
important to create a management plan that will govern its future uses and permissible activities.
• Restrict equestrian activities on the park’s trail system. Work with the nearby equestrian operation
to find alternate routes for horses and carriages.
• Consider adding seasonal or occasional staffed recreational programming activities in the
Recreation Grounds.
• Work with the local speed skating community to determine the needs of their organization and
develop a business case for a future potential speed skating oval located near the rugby field.
• Place small placards with Town contact information and emergency information on all major
amenities (washrooms, shelters, buildings, play areas, skateboard park, etc.) and at wayfinding maps
to allow park users to report damage, maintenance needs or enforcement problems.
• Limit the removal of trees and vegetation to the minimum amount required to implement the
Redevelopment Plan. Consider planting additional trees in replacement for trees requiring removal.
• Town staff will be required to continue plant establishment maintenance (watering, fertilizing, weed
control) for up to five years after the initial installing contractor’s maintenance period is over.
Continue to use wildlife fencing to protect plantings during the establishment period.
Implementation Plan
As an important part of the implementation plan, a detailed order-of-magnitude cost estimate
(Appendix E) has been provided for the capital costs associated with the Redevelopment Plan. Phasing
of the park redevelopments is subject to change based on local priorities and further council direction.
Operations and management costs, such as park maintenance and programming, are not included in
the order of magnitude cost estimate, as they are outside of the capital improvement budget for this
project. The Town’s administration will continue to manage and balance the operating budgets where
they are affected by park infrastructure changes.
Based on consultation with the Town project team, it is recommended that the Redevelopment Plan
will be implemented through over the next 10 years, subject to council approval and funding availability.
An overview of the costs associated with each phase of development is provided in Section 6.
Conclusion
This redevelopment plan defines an overall plan for the implementation of improvements and the
management of Banff Recreation Grounds. It recognizes the uniqueness and its importance as one of
Banff’s premier recreation destinations.
The Banff Recreation Grounds Redevelopment Plan has been designed as a balanced strategy to meet
the broad range uses and needs within the park setting. The redevelopment plan has been designed
with careful consideration of the needs and desires of current users and the opportunities that exist
for meeting the needs of a both the local population and visitors to Banff National Park.
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1.1

Project Rationale

As the Town of Banff’s premier outdoor recreational site, the Banff Recreation Grounds is a vital component
of the community’s active and passive recreation network. The facility provides both programmed and
unprogrammed activities, encourages active living, boosts tourism, and provides space for both large athletic
events and small gatherings.
Since the park’s major redevelopment in the 1990s, the site has experienced moderate improvements to
accommodate new activities and to provide improved amenities. A comprehensive master plan has not been
created since then. The Recreation Facilities Master Plan 2013 recommended that a comprehensive master
plan be undertaken for the site.

1.0 Introduction

1. Introduction

Considering the age of some of the site’s infrastructure, incremental site modifications over the years,
and the changes in the demographic of visitors and current needs, the site requires a road map for future
improvements and redevelopment. The focus of the redevelopment project is the creation of a holistic plan
and detailed recommendations to guide redevelopment and site management for the next 10 years.
Since there is limited municipal recreation land available in Banff and no room for additional expansion of
the recreation grounds, programming on the site needs to be arranged logically, efficiently and flexibly.

1.2

Redevelopment Plan Process
Project Communication and Collaboration
Throughout the creation of the redevelopment plan, the project team has engaged a wide range of
expertise, opinions and perspectives. Through these interaction’s, there was a dynamic cross pollination
of ideas and design decisions that helped form a clear understanding of project goals and objectives. A
collaborative approach between the consulting team, municipal administration, stakeholders and the
general public provided the information and idea generation required to create a flexible, dynamic and
effective redevelopment plan.
The following provides a list of representatives important to the creation of the redevelopment plan:
o Town Departmental Representatives: These representatives possess a solid working
knowledge and understanding of municipal policies, community values and trends,
operational procedures and municipal budgets. Without this understanding, project
decisions would not be aligned with the community’s needs, operation challenges and
financial realities.
o Parks Canada: As a community situated within a national park, the redevelopment
plan needs to align with the goals and policies of Parks Canada. Discussions between the
Town and Parks Canada have been ongoing throughout the project and will continue as
plan components are implemented.
o Stakeholder Group: This group is comprised of core user groups, such as sports
teams, public interest groups and partnership organizations, who have a vested interest
and important knowledge about the site. These stakeholders have been specifically
contacted for input at key phases in the project.
o General Public: This group is comprised of interested individuals or users of the site
who were provided with opportunities through public consultation events and the Town’s
website to provide input and review and comment on the project. The demographic of
the “general public” varies based on the consultation event. However, the majority of
public participants were residents of Banff. See Appendix A, C & D for the demographics
of public consultation participants at each event.
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Redevelopment
Plan

Management
Plan

Background Review and Analysis
At the outset of the project, a review of existing background documents, including previous
development plans and environmental impact assessments, and an on-site analysis was conducted to
gain an understand of the history, use, context and physical condition of the site. During this analysis,
the following areas were investigated (see Section 2 for results of this analysis):
o Relationships between the facilities, features, amenities and buildings within the site
o The general conditions and functionality of gathering areas’ site furnishings, amenities,
buildings and structures
o Environmental features, such as drainage channels, topographic features and floodplains

Implementation
Plan

o Adjacent land-uses and development projects
o Vegetation areas and potential wildlife corridors

Conclusion

o Sports field conditions and field usership data
o Geology and soils, based on previous environmental and geotechnical reports

Appendices

o Vehicle, cyclist and pedestrian connections into and through the site
o Locational relationship between complementary activities outside of the site (i.e. other
recreation facilities, etc.) and activities on the site
o General review of existing site servicing
o General assessment of accessibility, safety and security principles
o Indications of informal movement through site (desire lines)
o Sustainability issues and opportunities

Site Use and Needs Assessment
Understanding the way the recreation-site is used on a day to day basis is important when assessing
functionality and visitor needs. This type of assessment can be difficult to acquire in areas of passive
recreation where visitors and activities are not logged. To gain this information, two methods were
used:
o Needs Assessment Survey: Intercept surveying took place on the Banff Recreation
Grounds beginning in on Saturday August 2 running through to Monday August 25. In
total, 185 on-site interviews were conducted. (See Section 2 for a summary of results and
Appendix A for the full results)
The survey was slightly modified into an online survey, which was available for members
of the general public to provide their thoughts regarding the Recreation Grounds. The
online survey was available to collect responses from the beginning of August through to
the first week of September. In total, 199 full and partial responses were gathered. (See
Section 2 for a summary of results and Appendix A for the full results)
o Stakeholder Discussion Group: A discussion group session was held on August 26
with representatives of key user groups of the Recreation Grounds. Representatives from
nine stakeholder groups participated. (See Section 2 for a summary of results, including a
list of participants)
o Time-lapse Cameras: Three time-lapse cameras were mounted in key areas of the site
to monitor activity. The cameras took pictures every 15 minutes and remained in situ
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from July to November 2014. The images were consolidated into videos for easy viewing
and analysis. These videos provided a stronger understanding of how the spaces are used
and when peak hours of use occur. (See Appendix B for a summary of results.)

Opportunities and Constraints
Based on a strong understanding gained from the analysis of the site and the needs assessment, an
opportunities and constraints analysis was conducted. The plan and accompanying text outlined
potential improvements that could be included in the plan and identified the elements within the site
that would form the constraints for the redevelopment plan. (See Section 3 for the results of the
opportunities and constraints analysis).

1.0 Introduction

REDEVELOPMENT PLAN - FINAL REPORT

Programming Framework
Building off the previous investigative work and an understanding of Alberta recreation trends, the
project team developed a list of potential programming for the site. The spatial requirements and
functional relationships between different potential programming elements formed the framework for
the subsequent concept option development.

Concept Option Development
Using the programming framework, three concept options were developed for the site. Each concept
option provided a different set of programming elements and spatial arrangements. The plans
accommodated four-season activities and provided flexible solutions that allow for a wide range of
programmed and unprogrammed activities.
The plans were illustrated and rendered for subsequent public consultation activities. An open house
was held on September 30, 2014 and an online survey was posted from September 30 to October 10,
2014. A total of 130 feedback forms and surveys were completed. (See Section 3 for a summary of
the results and Appendix C for the full results).

Draft Redevelopment Plan
Based on the feedback received from the previous public consultation activities and further discussion
with Town departmental representatives, a cohesive draft redevelopment plan was created. The draft
plan fused public preferences with the operational and functional realities of the site. The plan focused
on the layering of activities on the site in order to provide enjoyable recreation experiences for
multiple users throughout all four seasons.
The draft plan was presented to the public at an open house that was held on November 26, 2014, and
an online survey was posted from November 27 to December 8 2014. A total of 52 feedback forms
and surveys were completed. (See Section 4 for a summary of the results and Appendix D for the full
results).

Final Redevelopment Plan
Using feedback received from the draft redevelopment plan open house and survey, the
redevelopment plan was refined accordingly, forming the basis for the subsequent redevelopment plan
report. The final redevelopment plan indicates all changes, upgrades and improvements to the park
and support facilities, including infrastructure and additional amenities. (See pages 29 to 35 for the final
redevelopment plan drawings and Sections 4 and 5 for a description of the recommendations.)
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Site Assessments

Concept
Development

Phasing and Implementation Strategies
Using the final redevelopment plan as a road map, a detailed cost estimate of all capital improvements
was created. Using this information, and working with Town administration, the capital improvements
have been broken down into phases of development based on priorities, construction phasing and
budgeting.

Redevelopment
Plan

Redevelopment Plan Report
Management
Plan

Implementation
Plan

Conclusion

Appendices
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This redevelopment report is the primary document that will act as a road map for the redevelopment
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This redevelopment report is a fundamental part of communicating the redevelopment plan to Town
Council for review and approval.
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2. Site Assessments
The following sections provide a summary of information compiled during the site assessment phase.

2.1

Historical Context

The following is a summary of historical context information compiled from multiple sources. A formal
historical or archeological site assessment has not been completed as part of this project. Sources of
information include:
o Various development and site plans from 1963 and 1969
o Banff Recreation Master Plan drawings (1991)
o Recreation Grounds construction drawings (1993)

2.0 Site Assessments

In order to understand the site condition, context and use patterns, both background information, such
as previous reports, assessments and plans, and on-site reviews were conducted. This information was
compiled and analyzed to understand the site’s opportunities and constraints (see Section 3).

o Washroom building construction drawings (2002)
o Willow Root Environmental Ltd. “Banff Recreation Grounds Outfield Fencing Class
Screening Report”. 2007.
o Banff Environmental Assessment Office. “Environmental Screening Determination for the
Community Greenhouse”. 2010.
o Archives Society of Alberta. “If these Walls Could Talk: Alberta’s Built Heritage, Archives
Week October 5th – 11th, 2003.” <http://www.archivesalberta.org/walls/whyte.htm>.
o Town of Banff. “Frank Lloyd Wright Pavilion: A Controversial Construction.” <www.banff.
ca/index.aspx?NID=487>
o CTV Calgary. “Second Life for Frank Lloyd Wright Design in Banff?.” December 4, 2013.
<calgary.ctvnews.ca/second-life-for-frank-lloyd-wright-design-in-banff-1.1574980>
o The Wright Library. “Banff National Park Pavilion.” <www.steinerag.com/flw/Artifact%20
Pages/PhRtS170.htm>.

Site Development over Time
The following outlines key development on the site over the last 100 years:
1888
o Large boathouse and dock area
with parking rental building
store office and small residence
(demolished sometime prior to
1973)
1913
o Parks Canada Banff National Park
Pavilion (demolished 1939)
o Man-made canal along north
perimeter of site formerly used
for to connect canoes with the
Bow River (still exists)

Fig.1: Bow River Boathouse Postcard, circa 1920
(peel.library.ualberta.ca)
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o Small canoe boat house along canal midway between Bow River and Banff National Park
Pavilion (disappeared by 1965)
Prior to 1963 (unknown date)
o Parking and picnic loop off of Birch Ave (road formerly open) with picnic shelter
(demolished 1993)

Redevelopment
Plan

o Picnic loop off of Cave Avenue with picnic shelter and toilet building (demolished 1993)
o Storage building near current basketball courts (demolished 1993)

Management
Plan

o Tennis Courts near current ball diamonds (demolished 1993)
o Playground near existing north parking lot (demolished 1993)

Implementation
Plan

o Boarded rink and rink buildings north of canal (demolished sometime prior to 1993)
Between 1963 and 1993

Conclusion

o Antenna and building north of canal in former rink site (demolished sometime after 1994)
o Running track and field (still exists - may have been developed prior to 1963)
Appendices

1993
o South access road – gravel only (still exists)
o North parking area and access road – gravel only (still exists)
o Drainage swales and site grading (still exists)
o Gravel pathways near ball field area (still exists)
o Play area near ball diamonds (still exists)
o Picnic areas – 15 refurbished sites with new gravel pads, 15 new barbeques (still exists)
o Tennis courts (still exists)
o Three baseball diamonds (still exists)
1994
o Retention pond east of rugby/soccer field (still exists)
o South parking area and access road – asphalt topcoat (still exists)
o North parking area and access road – asphalt topcoat (still exists)
o Birch Avenue (horse/cart path) gravel pathway (still exists)
o Gravel horse trail along Sundance Road (still exists)
o Gravel pathways near picnic areas pathways (still exists)
o Picnic Areas – 15 refurbished sites with new gravel pads, three group barbeque grills/fire
rings (picnic sites still exist but group fire rings do not)
o Pedestrian/vehicle bridges over swales (still exists)
o South play area (still exists)
Following 1993 (unknown date)
o Relocation of picnic shelters to the Recreation Grounds (still exist)
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o Maintenance compound (still exists)

2002
o Washroom building (still exists)
2007
o Outfield fencing (still exists)
o

Bike skills park (still exists)

2010
o Community Greenhouse (still exists)

2.0 Site Assessments

o Relocation of storage building (former golf course building) to Recreation Grounds (still
exists)

Banff National Park Pavilion and Boat House
Though no longer on-site, the
Banff National Park Pavilion is an
important piece of the Recreation
Grounds’ history. The building was
one of only two Frank Lloyd Wright
buildings constructed in Canada.
The 50ft by 200ft pavilion was
designed in the Prairie School
architectural style and featured a
rustic wood and stone construction
with a cantilevered roof and
clerestory windows. The interior
assembly lounge was approximately
100ft by 50ft with art glass windows
running the entire length of the
Fig.2: Banff National Park Pavilion, circa 1920 (www.archivesalberta.org)
main entrance wall. The building
featured three stone fireplaces, a
ladies powder room, a gentlemen’s retiring room and public lockers.
The outside was landscaped with a large wading pool and a boat canal for canoeists connected the
grounds to the Bow River. A boat house was constructed along the canal midway between the Pavilion
and the Bow River. The boat canal still exists along the north boundary of the site though the boat
house has since disappeared.
Due to safety concerns, the building was demolished in 1939. The site was subject to frequent
flooding, including severe flood damage in 1933. In addition, the building concrete and rubble
foundation did not go below the frost line, so the building was subject to shifting and heaving.
Following demolition, portions of the ruined pavilion were visible until into the 1960s.
In recent years, interest in rebuilding the Pavilion has been renewed by a Florida-based group of
architects and documentary filmmakers passionate about in Frank Lloyd Wright’s work. As well,
several local residents have expressed interest in the Pavilion’s history in Banff Recreation Grounds.
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2.2

Environmental Context

The following is a summary of environmental information compiled from multiple sources. A formal
environmental site assessment has not been completed as part of this project. Sources of information
include:
o B. Edwards Environmental Projects. “Environmental Assessment/ Screening of the
Recreation Grounds Master Plan for the Town of Banff.” 1991.
o Environment Canada. “Ecological (Biophysical) Land Classification of Banff and Jasper
National Parks.” 1982.
o Almor Testing Services Ltd. Memo from regarding “Shallow Pit Investigation for Tennis
Courts – 98 Birch Avenue.” 2011.
o Willow Root Environmental Ltd. “Banff Recreation Grounds Outfield Fencing Class
Screening Report.” 2007.

Conclusion

o Willow Root Environmental Ltd. “Birch Avenue Housing and Recreation Grounds Master
Plan Addendum to the Environmental Screenings.”1993.

Appendices

Climate
The climate of the Banff area is generally categorized as continental and is characterized by extreme
daily and seasonal temperature variations. The area experiences between 72 and 78 frost-free days
per year. The site is flat and open, so its microclimate is not modified by shade or sun exposure.
However, the site is exposed to strong westerly winds.

Landforms and Soils
According to Environment Canada-Ecological (Biophysical) Land Classification of Banff and Jasper
Parks, the site falls within the Vermillion Lakes VL3 Ecosite.
Soils within the Vermillion Lakes Ecosite are stratified Gleysols of fluvial origin. The waterlogged nature
of soils and shrink/swell characteristics of these deposits require special development procedures.

Drainage and Hydrology
Almost the entire Recreation
Grounds lies within the 1:100 year
flood plain. The exception is a strip
covering the southerly portion of the
soccer/rugby field.
Soils within the Vermillion Lakes
Ecosite typically have imperfect
to poorly draining soils due to
high water tables and backwater
flooding. High water tables have been
recorded on-site (for example, the
groundwater table near the tennis
courts was recorded at 0.8m in
2011). The site has been the location
of major floods, especially those
recently recorded in 2012 and 2013. Fig.3: Extensive Flooding in Spring 2013
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The most representative vegetation pattern in Vermillion Lakes Ecosites is white spruce/prickly rose/
horsetail communities. On drier sites, shrubby cinquefoil and bearberry are found in association with
white spruce.
With reference to the Recreation Grounds, much of the site’s natural vegetation has been altered by
the addition of fill and landscape changes to accommodate housing and recreation uses and to alter
the marshy nature of the area.
The site is flanked by mature spruce stands on the north adjacent to the canal and on the south near
Cave Avenue and the rugby/soccer field.
Visually prominent copses and shelter belt plantings of spruce, balsam poplar and tall willow are
scattered throughout the site.
Wetland vegetation types characterize the low-lying areas of the site and are associated with the canal
and areas to the west of the Recreation Grounds.

2.0 Site Assessments

Vegetation

A large portion of the site is composed of manicured and irrigated grass sports fields.

Wildlife
The flood plain areas north of the Recreation Grounds are particularly important for elk as calving
grounds and feeding habitat. Movement patterns between this area and the Spray Valley summer range
are important considerations.
Elk trails are located in the spruce woods that define the edges of the site, parallel to Cave Avenue and
the canal. Site grassland areas are grazed by elk, and shrubs on-site show evidence of browsing.
The area north of the canal is an important wetland and riparian habitat that provides nesting and
feeding habitat for waterfowl and a wide diversity of other birds.
Coyotes and other carnivores utilize the Vermillion Lakes and areas along the Bow River in the vicinity
of and to the west of the Recreation Grounds.
There is a known black bear travel route and river crossing point north of the Recreation Grounds.

Aquatic Wildlife
There is very little information with regards to aquatics on the Banff Recreation Grounds. More study
of the Bow River has been conducted and the available information indicates that, while there are
some fish populations adjacent to the site, there are no special aquatic resources.
Beaver are active along the adjacent reaches of the Bow River, and a river bank lodge has previously
existed in the vicinity of the outlet of the Birch Avenue canal. Activity associated with beaver has not
been determined.

2.3

Policy Context

The following provides a summary of a the key policy documents and community plans that affect the
Recreation Grounds.
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Banff Community Plan, 2009
Community Plan goals and objectives in regards to recreation:
Goals
o Provide a vital and healthy community.
o Deliver high quality trails and open space amenities.
o Provide integrated recreation facilities to meet the evolving needs and interests of
residents and visitors.
o Offer a wide range of quality recreation and active living programs.

Implementation
Plan

Conclusion

o Support and facilitate cultural appreciation within the community.
o Provide access to programs and services that are affordable for all segments of the
community.
o Provide a wayfinding system that makes finding Banff facilities, amenities and attractions
easy.

Appendices

Objectives
o Improve the quality, quantity and access to recreation and cultural facilities.
o Implement an active living program that educates and encourages healthy lifestyles.
o Build a system of open spaces, trails and parks that reinforce connections to the natural
environment.
o Increase the use of Banff parks and trails.
o Develop and implement a town-wide wayfinding plan that is simple and graphically
representative of Banff’s sense of place.
o Collaborate with partners to maximize resources and infrastructure available for
community use.
o Encourage and support volunteerism that enhances services and supports provided in the
community.
o Cooperate with other levels of government and agencies to achieve goals.

The Recreation Facilities Master Plan, 2013
The Recreation Facility Master Plan’s seven guiding principles:
o Increase the use of recreational facilities, parks and trails (Banff Community Plan
objective).
o Maximize municipal facility access potential; multi-season, day and evening.
o Increase operating cost recovery.
o A comparable local inventory of facilities (including private and other agencies) to other
communities.
o A planned but flexible system of open spaces, trails, and parks.
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o Recreational facilities that also appeal to visitors and events.
Recommendations relating specifically to the Recreation Grounds:
o Undertake a site specific plan update for the whole park. A redesign of the Recreation
Grounds should be undertaken to improve the existing spaces for multiple functions.
Redesign should enhance the site beyond simply an athletic park and picnic area to
showcase the Banff setting and lifestyle. The site plan should include a vision for the
park and the uses it should serve, as well as the phasing of projects to be undertaken to
achieve this vision. The recommendations below are components to be evaluated in detail
through the site-specific master plan process, prior to making any capital investments.
o Upgrade Sports Fields. Field upgrading would improve the performance and usability of
the playing surfaces. In the long term, it would be desirable to raise the level of each of
the fields to improve drainage or to consider an artificial turf field.

2.0 Site Assessments

o New Town indoor facilities will follow Municipal Sustainable Building policy.

o Modify the existing field reservation system for all field use to better record actual use
and practices (Note: This does not imply increased fees). In doing so, work with annual
contract users to establish better protocol for reporting actual levels of use. This should
provide better clarity when developing field user fees and prevent overuse during
vulnerable periods. Improved tracking would also allow the Town to gather information
on local sports participation trends that are essential for ongoing field planning.
o Undertake a survey of summer visitors and local residents using the Rec. Grounds. Due
to the popularity of the facility with both local residents and tourists, a survey of summer
users should be undertaken. It would be very informative regarding which amenities might
enhance the day-use/picnic experience for visitors, as well as broader park objectives
(including informal field use) by local residents.
o Consider building a multi-purpose building (or adding to the existing washroom building)
to provide user groups with change rooms, showers, additional washrooms and some
storage capacity. A multi-purpose building could also provide additional services for
tourists (sports equipment rental, concessions).
o Improve and expand facilities for tourists, tournaments and special events (more picnic
amenities specifically for groups, expanded options for concessions by local businesses,
access to rented or free recreational equipment, reconfigured/expanded parking). This
recommendation would follow a summer tourist survey and study.
o Improve and expand children’s play facilities with good sightlines from sport fields for
casual supervision. Consider adding a tricycle/biking circuit suitable for young children,
a small challenge course, and/or beginner mountain bike skills/skateboard obstacle.
This recommendation follows from the public survey request for more family-friendly
amenities and national trends in playground design and amenities.
o Consider adding another basketball court and practice hoops for younger kids. This
recommendation follows from the public survey request for more family-friendly
amenities, national trends in playground design and amenities, and staff discussions
regarding the popularity of basketball (no user statistics are available as the court is not
booked)
o Consider relocation of the bike skills area to Tunnel Mountain. The bike skills area is
occasionally flooded and requires regular renovation as a result. The suggestion to add a
better range of obstacles for different ability levels was made in the public questionnaire.
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There is potential to develop a bike skills area at Tunnel Mountain through a partnership
with Parks Canada, and this location would be closer to the main biking trails.
o Create a permanent skate park. The existing skate park is comprised of temporary
structures built and maintained by volunteers. The location and design of a new,
permanent skate park should be done with substantial community consultation and
feedback from the existing users of the skate park. Some features could be permanent,
while others could be designed so that they can be changed occasionally for new
challenges.
o Consider future expansion of the existing community greenhouse. Based on local and
national trends, demand for community garden space is likely to increase.
o Consider adding a ‘winter only’ dog off-leash area. An elk-exclusion fence and Parks
Canada approval would be required. Ensure that the damage caused to the turf is
considered manageable like the outdoor ice at the BCHS.
o Expand the parking facilities. Due to the large number of summer users who park at the
Recreation Grounds for the entire day, in addition to the fluctuating parking needs of
sports teams, a reconfiguration and expansion of the parking lot is recommended.

Appendices

Banff ’s Incorporation Agreement
The Town of Banff is an incorporated municipality located inside a national park. National parks are
under the jurisdiction of the Government of Canada, so there is a unique overlap of responsibility and
authority between the local government, the Province of Alberta and the federal government.
At Banff’s incorporation, a special agreement was made to determine which powers would be
transferred to the town and which powers would stay with the federal government. This is called The
Town of Banff Incorporation Agreement.
The Incorporation Agreement sets out the purposes of the Town of Banff as follows:
o To maintain the townsite as part of a World Heritage Site.
o To serve, as its primary function, as a centre for visitors to the Park and to provide such
visitors with accommodation and other goods and services.
o To provide the widest possible range of interpretive and orientation services to Park
visitors.
o To maintain a community character which is consistent with and reflects the surrounding
environment.
o To provide a comfortable living community for those persons who need to reside in the
townsite in order to achieve its primary function.
As part of the Incorporation Agreement, the Town leases municipal lands, including the Banff
Recreation Grounds, from The Government of Canada. As part of the lease agreement, the federal
government has final authority over Banff’s land use planning, development, and environmental
regulations.
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Existing Site Elements

A site assessment was conducted during July 2014. The location and the physical condition of site elements
were noted and mapped. For the locations of site elements, see Figure 11 of the Redevelopment Plan
Drawings on Page 32. See the Section 5 - Management Plan for element specifc maintnenace and operations
recommendations for based on the physical condition assessment.
The following provides a list of elements on-site:
Playgrounds
o North Playground: Small tot-lot with toddler swing and pea gravel surface
o South Playground: Large multi-age traditional play equipment, including swings, two play
structures and pea gravel surface
Sports Fields and Courts

2.0 Site Assessments

2.4

BANFF RECREATION GROUNDS
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o Three baseball diamonds (foul lines approximately 83m) with shale infields and irrigated
turf outfields
o Rugby/Soccer Field approximately (64m x 124m)
o Two tennis courts with specialty coated concrete surface and fencing
o Basketball court with specialty coated concrete surface
Recreation Amenities
o Temporary skateboard park on asphalt surface
o Bike skills/terrain park
o Running track (cinder surface) around sports field
Picnicking
o Three group picnic shelters
o Multiple picnic tables and barbeques on gravel pads
Support Amenities and Buildings
o Washroom facility (with water, sanitary, electrical and gas servicing)
o Two porta-potties near baseball diamonds
o Storage building (former golf course building)
o Maintenance compound with gravel surface and fencing
o Community greenhouse
o Two drinking water fountains and three outdoor drinking water taps (locations:
maintenance compound, north playground, tennis courts, washroom building and group
picnic area)
o Three parking areas (locations: north parking lot, south parking lot, parallel parking along
Sundance Road)
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Trails
o Major trail (former Birch Ave) is frequently used as an equestrian and horse cart route
for adjacent stables)
o Asphalt trails linking south parking lot with washroom building

Redevelopment
Plan

o Various granular trails through the site
o Trail bridges and culvert crossings in several locations

Management
Plan

Site Furnishings
o Garbage receptacles (Hid-a-bin) and recycling receptacles throughout site

Implementation
Plan

o Dumpsters located near south parking lot
o Bike racks, mix of styles throughout site

Conclusion

o Ball diamond bleachers and players benches (two each per ball diamond)
o Two sets of rugby/soccer field bleachers

Appendices

Landscaping
o Large portion of the site is manicured turf
o Mature shade trees throughout picnic areas and along northeast and south boundaries of
the site.
o Some areas of relatively recent landscaping inside wildlife fencing (along Sundance Road
and near tennis courts)

Fig.4: Existing Ball Diamond
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User Needs Assessment
On-site and Online Needs Assessment Survey
Intercept surveying took place on the Banff Recreation Grounds from Saturday August 2 to Monday
August 25. A firm schedule was not established; rather, fielding was undertaken with consideration to
various days and times as well as location within the Recreation Grounds. All intercept surveying was
completed through the use of laptop computers. In total, 185 interviews were conducted.
An online survey was available for members of the general public to provide their thoughts regarding
the Recreation Grounds. The survey was promoted by the on-site surveyors, by Town representatives
at the Wednesday Farmers’ Market, and through the Town’s website and social media mechanisms.
The online survey was available to collect responses from the beginning of August through to the first
week of September. In total 199 full and partial responses were gathered.
The following provides some additional “at a glance” information on the results of the combined (onsite and online) feedback received:

2.0 Site Assessments

2.5

BANFF RECREATION GROUNDS
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Best aspects of the site:
o It is a great social place that allows the community to come together.
o It provides a variety of uses for many different ages.
o It has a convenient location in Banff.
o It provides a good amount of open space.
o The site is generally well maintained and clean.
o The amenities are readily available and are generally free to use.
o The good layout of amenities on-site.
o The skateboard park.
o The ball diamonds.
o The picnic shelters, barbeques and picnic sites.
Most desired improvements:
o An updated and permanent skateboard park.
o Dugouts or shade structures to protect baseball players and spectators.
o Better sports support facilities, (i.e. field house, washrooms, change-rooms, etc).
o Playground improvements with better surfacing.
o Additional picnic shelters.
o Parking improvements.
o Sports field improvements (i.e. regulation sizes drainage, irrigation upgrades, etc).
o Additional greenhouse facilities.
o Additional winter activities (i.e. skating, speed skating).
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* Results above based are combined based on 185 submitted onsite interviews and
199 online needs assessment surveys.
Fig.5: At-a-Glance Results Combined On-site and Online Needs Assessment Surveys
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A discussion group session was held on August 26 with representatives of key user groups of the
Recreation Grounds. The Town of Banff extended invitations to user groups to attend and provide
input that would be used to develop a draft plan for the Recreation Grounds. Session participants
included representatives from the following groups:
o Banff Tennis Club
o Banff Bears Rugby Club
o Bow Valley Soccer League
o Banff Minor Soccer
o Banff/Canmore Speed Skating Club
o Banff Mixed Slo Pitch

2.0 Site Assessments

Stakeholder Discussion Group

o Banff Greenhouse & Gardening Society
o Wildrose Women’s Slo Pitch
o Skateboard Park users
During the session, the site was discussed in regards to its importance to Town residents and
recreation opportunities. Stakeholders expressed that the focus of the site improvements should be
on residents because the site provides opportunities for people to congregate and build relationships.
As well, the unique range of amenities and activities draw people to the site.
During the session, the project team also gained a greater understanding of how stakeholder groups
use the site and what their needs are. The following outlines improvements that the stakeholder
groups believed to be important to the site:
o To improve field safety, improve the running track surface or remove the running track to
increase the field to regulation size.
o Add a warming shelter/field house that could be used year-round by multiple groups.
o Repair and upgrade the ball diamonds (i.e. backstops, irrigation, etc).
o Reconfigure parking to help accommodate parking demand.
o Upgrade and resurface the skateboard park.
o Add additional greenhouses to help meet demand.
o Provide better trails linkages between site components and amenities.
o Improve sports field drainage.
o Add washroom facilities near ball diamonds.
o Improve the playground near the ball diamonds to include older age groups.
o Add winter activities such as cross country skiing and speed skating to the site.
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3. Concept Development
3.1

Opportunities and Constraints Analysis

A map of site opportunities and constraints is provided in Figure 11 on the Page 32. The following outlines
the opportunities and constraints for the project:
Project Constraints
o Project Boundaries: The limitations of this project are set within the current park
boundaries. The triangular piece of land to the northeast of the existing bike skills park
may be considered for future park expansion; however, the uses should be low key and
require further discussion with Parks Canada.
o Seasonal Flooding/River Bank Stability: A large portion of the site experiences
some degree of seasonal flooding. Areas that are especially affected are those along the
Bow River bank. The Recreation Grounds are located on the outside edge of the river’s
curve, indicating that the banks are likely to be under the cutting influence of the water’s
current.
o Location of Future Bow River Footbridge: Though the project isn’t currently funded,
the location for the future footbridge has been determined.

3.0 Concept Development

Information gathered during the site assessment phase (see previous Section 2) and discussion with Town
staff was used to develop an understanding of site opportunities and constraints for concept planning.

o Existing Trees and Vegetation: The site has a large amount of existing mature trees
and vegetation, which contribute to the site’s aesthetics and user experience. The
majority of the mature trees are found around the periphery of the site, with the most
densely forested area along the north edge adjacent to the river.
Project Opportunities
o Playgrounds:
•

Potential to upgrade equipment as most of the elements are near end of lifespan.

•

Potential to re-evaluate age range of children using the equipment.

•

Potential for non-structured play equipment (i.e. nature/adventure play).

•

Potential to remove the swing set since there is only one toddler swing.

•

Potential to remove or relocate some of the sharp boulders in play areas.

•

Potential to replace boulders with different kind to reduce safety hazards.

•

Potential to replace swing set with different play activities to remove wildlife
conflict.

o Picnic Sites (multiple throughout site):
•

Potential to refurbish or replace older picnic tables and barbeques.

•

Potential to add additional picnic sites in existing open spaces.

•

Potential to provide handicap accessible picnic tables and barbeques

•

Potential to improve gravel pads under tables and barbeques

•

Potential to refurbish/replace group picnic shelters (mostly the Norquay shelter).

•

Potential to transform large gravel area in centre of group picnic shelter area into
additional amenity space or additional picnic sites.
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o Site Furnishings:
Concept
Development
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•

Potential to add or relocate garbages/recycling receptacles in more appropriate
locations.

•

Potential to replace/add bike racks in appropriate locations.

o Washroom Building (existing):
Management
Plan

•

Potential to add a hardscape “plaza” area and landscaping around washroom.

o Tennis Courts:
Implementation
Plan

Conclusion

Appendices

•

Potential to create a windbreak through landscaping or a screening structure.

•

Potential for use as a winter off-leash training area if compatible with surface.

•

Potential to add line work and net modifications to accommodate pickleball.

•

Potential to replace damaged fencing around courts (former wind damage).

o Community Greenhouse:
•

Potential to add some seating and a permanent bike rack nearby.

•

Potential for bear-proof composting to support greenhouse activities.

•

Potential for rainwater capture and harvesting.

•

Potential for additional greenhouse facility or outdoor fenced gardening area.

o Seasonal Event (Halloween Bonfire) Firepit Area:
•

Potential to accommodate the annual bonfire on the gravel parking lot.

o Rugby Field/Running Track Area:
•

Potential to replace failing irrigation system

•

Potential to upgrade field to regulation size by removing running track that currently
poses safety concerns.

•

Potential to add speed skating oval around field.

o Main Trail (former Birch Avenue):

22

•

Potential for regrading (minor) and resurfacing the trail with well-compacted fine
granular materials.

•

Potential to work with equestrian providers to better deal with horse manure and
maintenance.

•

Potential to prohibit equestrian activities on trails within the site.
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•

Potential to create a stronger and more permanent trail connection between the
ball diamonds and the southeast parking lot.

•

Potential to formalize and resurface small granular or informal trails throughout the
southeast portion of the site.

•

Potential to create a more formalized entrance pathway from south parking lot to
washroom/playground area.

o Skateboard Park:
•

Potential to make facility permanent with durable equipment.

•

Potential to move skateboard park to different location on-site.

•

Potential to incorporate snowboard terrain park.

o Parking Lots:
•

Potential to expand north parking lot if existing skateboard park is moved.

•

Potential to provide more parking near rugby/soccer field.

•

Potential to expand the south parking lot into the seasonal event (Halloween
Bonfire) firepit area.

3.0 Concept Development

o Secondary Trails Throughout the Site:

o Bike Skills Park:
•

Potential to improve and repair bike park features and terrain.

•

Potential to use some areas for winter terrain park.

•

Potential to replace bike skills park with alternate activity.

o Maintenance Compound:
•

Potential to relocate compound into less prominent location.

•

Potential to replace porta-potties with permanent facilities.

o Storage Building:
•

Potential to be used as a concession or equipment rental location.

o Baseball Areas:
•

Potential to replace failing irrigation system.

•

Potential to provide shade and protection for spectators.

•

Potential to improve condition of surface material in spectator areas.

•

Potential to repair or replace damaged fencing.

o Drinking Water Fountains and Taps (multiple locations):
•

Potential to repair fixtures and make them more visible

Project opportunties list continued on page 26.
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1

Playground 1: Tot-lot play equipment including a toddler
swing.

9

3
Main Trail:
Rugby Field/Running
Track
Area: Trail is well used by pedestrians, cyclists
and the Equestrian company.

• Potential to re-evaluate age range of children using the
equipment.

• Potential for regrading (minor) and resurfacing the trail with well
compacted "ne granular materials.

• Potential for non-structured play equipment

• Potential to work with Equestrian company to deal with horse
manure differently. Currently, the manure is frequently cleared by
Equestrian staff, but the manure is only tossed into the adjacent
landscape areas.

• Potential to remove the swing set since there is only one toddler
swing.
• Playground is small but tucked into a cozy shaded ares

2

Playground 2: Accommodates a range of ages in
different areas. Area includes a swing set.

4
10

Secondary Trails:

Main Trail: Trail is well used by pedestrians, cyclists

24

Parking Lots

13

Norquay Shel

14

Bridges (mult

15

Creek (multip

• Some sites could be retro"tted to be handicap accessible
• One or two barbeques requires repair/replacement.
• BBQ gravel “bleeds” into adjacent turf which may cause a
maintenance issue

• Potential to replace swing set with different play activities to
remove wildlife con!ict.

3

12

• Well used sites that are generally in good condition. Some tables
could use minor re"nishing

• Additional garbages/recycling may be needed. Potential for
compactors.

19

• Potential to replace boulders with different kind to reduce safety
hazards

Fig.6: Site Features and Opportunities and Constraints

Skateboard P

• Potential to add additional in a few of the existing open spaces.

• Potential to replace and update play equipment with new site
design that incorporates both structured and unstructured play.
• Potential to remove or relocate some of the boulders and logs to
desegregate play areas.

Picnic Sites (multiple throughout site):

11

5

Washroom Facility: Well-used facility in excellent
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Washroom Facility: Well-used facility in excellent
15
Creek (multiple locations)
16
condition
• Potential to create a small plaza/gathering space between the
• Potential to improve grading and asphalt surfacing around the
building
• Potential to create a small plaza/gathering space between the
building and the playground.

6

Tennis Court: Facility is in excellent condition

Potential for small toboggan hill (multiple locations
possible)

16

17
Basketball
Court:
Good condition
Potential for small toboggan
hill
(multiple
locations

17

Basketball Court: Good condition • Potential to transform large gravel area in centre into additional

18

Picnic Area with shelters:
amenity or picnic sites

• Potential to create a windbreak through
landscaping
a
• Potential
to addorsecondary
line 18
work and
net modi"
cations
Picnic
Area
withtoshelters:
screening structure.

19

Potential for river access (portage)

• Potential for use as a winter off-leash training area.

20
Bike Park:
• Potential to add secondary line work and net modi"cations to
accommodate pickleball.
7
Community Greenhouse: Well 19
used facility
in good
Potential
for river access (portage)• Some elements in disrepair. Requires improvements and repairs.
• Fence has minor damage due to former windscreen

7

• Nice wooded area but lots of mosquitos

20 a permanent
Bike Park:
• Potential to add some seating and
bike rack nearby.
Community Greenhouse: Well used
facilityfor
in bear-proof
good composting to support greenhouse
• Potential
condition

• Potential to use some areas for winter terrain park

21

• Potential to add some seating and a permanent bike rack nearby.

Maintenance yard:
• Not attractive and in a high pro"le area

• Potential for bear-proof composting •toPotential
support greenhouse
for additional greenhouse facility or outdoor fenced
activities.

21

• Portable toilets are not attractive or as desirable as a washroom
amenity

Maintenance yard:

• Potential for rainwater capture and harvesting.

8

Fire pit area/Open space: Area is occasionally used as a

• Potential for additional greenhouse facility or outdoor fenced
gardening area

22

Storage Building:
• Potential to be used as a concession or equipment rental
location

• Potential to design a space for a more permanent "re pit amenity

8

Fire pit area/Open space: Area is occasionally
used
as a
• Potential to use
the area
for parking over!ow or a permanent
22
Storage Building:
community !re pit.
23

• Potential to design a space for a more permanent "re pit amenity

Area with two Former Picnic Sites:
• Furnishings have been removed but asphalt pad isn’t removed

• Potential to use the area for parking over!ow or a permanent
parking lot.
• Potential to remove running track and make "eld regulation

9

Rugby Field/Running Track Area:

• Area is segregated from rest of site because of storage building
and maintenance yard

23 of "Area
with
Picnic Sites: • Area is large enough to "nd new purpose
• Currently bleacher location (south
eld) are
safertwo
thenFormer
when

• Irrigation system requires replacement.

24

• Potential to remove running track and make "eld regulation
sized.

Baseball spectating areas:
• Aluminum bleachers are in good condition

• Currently bleacher location (south of "eld) are safer then when
on the north.

• Parking is a long distance from "eld

10

• Spectator areas are exposed and have no shade

24

• Potential to add speed skating oval

• Surface material is a mix of gravel worn turf and weeds

Baseball spectating areas:

connection between the ball diamonds and the southeast parking

25

Baseball Diamonds:
• Some of the fencing is damaged and requires repair/replacement

• Potential to formalize and resurface small granular or goat trails

Secondary Trails:

• Shale is in good condition and well maintained
• Potential to create a stronger and more
permanent
• Asphalt
trailstrail
near washroom are showing signs or deterioration
connection between the ball diamonds and the southeast parking
25
Baseball Diamonds:
lot.
• Informal entrance from parking lot to washroom playground area
• Potential to formalize and resurface small granular or goat trails
throughout the southeast portion of the site.
• Establishing a hierarchy of internal trails and surface material
• Asphalt trails near washroom are showing signs or deterioration
and settling

with new site
tructured play.

ders and logs to

o reduce safety

activities to

• Irrigation requires replacement
• Potential to replace pvc pipe with safety top cap

26

Water Fountains and taps (multiple locations):
• A mix of condition and some repairs are required

• Informal entrance from parking lot to washroom playground area
27
Bike racks (multiple locations):
requires regrading and surfacing to formalize it better
• Potential to make facility permanent
with
durable
equipmentand taps (multiple •locations):
26
Water
Fountains
Mix of styles and conditions
• Establishing a hierarchy of internal trails and surface material
would be bene"cial for intuitive way"nding
• Potential to move skateboard park to different location on site.
• Additional locations or modi"cation to some locations would be
bene"cial

, cyclists
11

Skateboard Park:

27

• Potential to make facility permanent with durable equipment

al with horse
uently cleared by
nto the adjacent

Bike racks (multiple locations):
28
Signage and Way!nding (multiple locations):
• Mix of sign conditions

• Potential to move skateboard park to different location on site.

• A new, cohesive way"nding plan would be bene"cial

• Potential to incorporate snowboard terrain
• Ballpark
Diamond parking lot could be expanded at minimal cost if

12

28

Parking Lots (two locations)

g open spaces.

• Ball Diamond parking lot could be expanded at minimal cost if
skateboard park moved

• Potential for a “light touch” amenity or activity

29
13

Norquay Shelter

Signage and Way!nding29
(multiple
locations):
Natural
wooded area:
• Very attractive area with open spaces under the trees. Lots of
mosquitos

on. Some tables

• Asphalt is in relatively good condition

otential for

• Attracting natural feature that runs through various the site

• Potential to improve grading and asphalt surfacing around the

5

only one toddler

e trail with well
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Natural wooded area:

• Potential for winter use (no mosquitos)

• In general they are in good conditions. A few may require minor

• Accessible to river

• Good usable condition but requires some repairs

30
14

Utility boxes (multiple locations):

Bridges (multiple locations)
• Attracting natural feature that runs through various the site
• In general they are in good conditions. A few may require minor
repairs

y cause a

16
15

Creek (multiple locations)

Potential for small toboggan hill (multiple locations
30
Utility boxes (multiple locations):

• An irrigation(?) control vault is located very close to the baseball
diamond and is settling due to grading issue
• A number of large utility boxes throughout site. Need better
understanding of their purpose to determine if they could be
used as a connection for providing event servicing nodes.

• Attracting natural feature that runs through various the site

ng around the

16

Potential for small toboggan hill (multiple locations

25
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o Signage and Wayfinding (multiple locations):

Concept
Development

•

Potential to replace current mix of signage with a new cohesive wayfinding plan.

•

Potential to commemorate Frank Lloyd Wright building.

o Utilities and Servicing (multiple locations):
Redevelopment
Plan

•

o Adjacent Horse Stables

Management
Plan

•
Implementation
Plan

Potential for complimentary use of stable amenities by Recreation Grounds users.

o Additional Recreation Activities:

Conclusion

Appendices

Potential to add event servicing capability to utility boxes in various locations onsite. Needs additional investigation for confirmation.

3.2

•

Potential for small toboggan hill (multiple locations possible).

•

Potential for river access and canoe landing area.

Program Development and Concept Options

Using the information gained during the site assessment phase (See Section 2) and the site opportunities
and constraints (See Section 3), the project team worked with Town administration to develop a list of
potential new and improved site programming and elements.
From the list of programming elements, three draft concept options with design elements were created and
presented to the public via a public workshop in September 30, 2014, and then via an online survey from
September 30 to October 10, 2014, to reach members of user groups and the general public.
Though each concept plan creates a complete vision for the park, the plans were intended to be read
together, forming a palette of design elements. It was anticipated that no single plan would be considered
the ultimate solution for the park. Instead, the concept plans were used as a tool for the public to review,
discuss and indicate preference for different project elements.
The following provides
some “at a glance”
information on the results
of the combined (open
house and online) feedback
received regarding the
concept options. To review
the full public consultation
materials and feedback
results, see Appendix C.

* Results above and on page 27 based are combined based on 130
submitted hard copies or online reposnses.
Fig.7: At-a-Glance Results from the Concept Options Survey
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Fig.8: At-a-Glance Results from the Concept Options Survey
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Implementation
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Draft Redevelopment Plan
Based on the feedback received from the previous public consultation activities and further discussion with
Town departmental representatives, one cohesive draft redevelopment plan was created. The draft plan
fused public preferences with the operational and functional realities of the site. The plan focused on the
layering of activities on the site in order to provide enjoyable recreation experiences for multiple users
throughout all four seasons.
The draft plan was presented to the public at an open house was held on November 26, 2014 and an online
survey was posted from November 27th to December 8th, 2014. A total of 52 feedback forms and surveys
were completed.
The following provides some “at a glance” information on the results of the combined (open house and
online) feedback received regarding the concept options. To review the full public consultation materials and
feedback results, see Appendix D.

Conclusion

Appendices

Fig.9: At-a-Glance Results from the Draft Redevelopment Plan Survey
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Fig.10: At-a-Glance Results from the Draft Redevelopment Plan Survey
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Redevelopment Plan Drawings

Fig.11:

Existing Conditions Plan

Fig.12:
Fig.13:
Fig.14:

Redevelopment Plan
North Play Areas and Gathering Spaces
South Play Areas and Gathering Spaces

4.0 Redevelopment Plan

List of Redevelopment Plan Drawings (see following pages for drawings)
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4. Redevelopment Plan
The following sections provide descriptions of capital improvement recommendations in Banff Recreation
Grounds. Please note the following:
o The recommendations are not listed according to priority.
o The Bow River pedestrian bridge to Central Park, though an important part of the
Recreation Ground’s context, is outside of the scope of this project.

o The “level of support” indicated for each recommendation are from the results of the
combined (open house and online) feedback received regarding the concept options in
September 2014. (See Appendix D for the full public consultation materials and feedback
results.)

4.1

General Park Improvements

1

Recommendation: Add wildlife fencing to the site to mitigate wildlife conflicts and maintenance
issues. Include the following recommendations:
o Any wildlife fencing will need to be considered in consultation with Parks Canada and
should be based on wildlife expertise. In the past, there have been several environmental
impact assessments and studies conducted to help determine whether fencing the site is an
appropriate mitigation approach.

4.0 Redevelopment Plan

o Programming, operations and maintenance improvements are listed separately in Section
5.

o Wildlife Fencing Option 1: Would include fencing around the entire perimeter of the
Recreation Grounds site since there are multiple locations of potential conflict throughout
the site and the manicured areas are considered to be wildlife, attractants, especially to
ungulates.
o Wildlife Fencing Option 2: Wildlife fence would be only surround amenities as required.
o Fencing design will need to provide measures to protect against wildlife entrapment if
animals manage to get inside the fencing. These measures should include wildlife emergency
gates (deer gates) which allow entrapped animals to exit the fencing but not enter.
o Fencing design will need to provide pedestrian, bike and vehicle access while preventing
animals from entering. Gates should be designed to accommodate cyclists and provide
wheelchair access.
o Landscaping should be provided to screen and minimize the visual effect of the fencing on
the site.
Rationale: Throughout the recreational history of the Recreation Grounds, wildlife conflicts have
been a concern. Over the years several measures have been undertaken to help reduce the potential
for these conflicts. Measures have included removal of swings during the rutting season and providing
openings in baseball diamond fences to facilitate wildlife movement.
In addition to wildlife conflicts, wildlife on the site have caused ongoing vegetation damage and
increased the need for site maintenance, especially on the sports fields.
There is a delicate balance between providing for wildlife movement and restricting movement in areas
of potential conflict. Because of differing information and opinions, the issue of wildlife fencing and
migration corridors will need further detailed investigation with both recreation and wildlife experts.
Fencing the entire site is an option because it allows park users to enter the fencing only once rather
than having different areas of the site segregated by separately fenced areas.
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Level of Support: In general, based on written feedback received from the public during the concept
options phase, wildlife fencing was supported, especially in playgrounds.

2

Recommendation: Create a comprehensive furnishings plan that relocates and upgrades picnic sites,
barbeques, benches, bike racks, garbage receptacles, recycling receptacles and dumpsters. Include
the following recommendations:
o Select a consistent high-quality handicap picnic table that is well designed for its purpose
while being aesthetically similar to non-handicap picnic tables.

Management
Plan

o Review all existing benches for improvements. Since many of the site amenities have been
modified or expanded, not all of the existing benches are in appropriate locations. Select
a consistent high quality bench to be used throughout the site. Place them in convenient
locations near amenity buildings and major site amenities.

Implementation
Plan

o Select a consistent high-quality bike rack to be used throughout the site. Place them in
convenient locations at all public buildings and major site amenities that are near trails.

Conclusion

o Add garbage receptacles and recycling receptacles at all buildings, major site amenities and
near groups of picnic sites. Ensure that the receptacles are designed to be wildlife proof and
have sufficient capacity.

Appendices

o Consider using compactor garbage receptacles in busy areas where capacity is an issue.
Consideration will need to be given to maintenance access and equipment required to
empty the compactors.
o Consider replacing existing dumpsters (near south parking area and existing maintenance
compound) with compactor dumpsters to reduce visual impact and improve capacity.
Consideration will need to be given to access and equipment required to empty the
compactors. Relocate existing dumpster near maintenance compound into a less visible
area with convenient proximity to the multi-purpose building.
Rationale: Furnishings are an important part of user experience and site cleanliness. They need to
be appropriately located in order to be effective and well used. Consistently designed, high-quality
furnishings will improve aesthetics, and reduce maintenance.
Level of Support: Feedback on this recommendation was not solicited during the concept options
phase of the public consultation process.

3

Recommendation: Improve drinking water taps and fountain locations. Ensure that locations are
visible and in appropriate areas. Include the following recommendations:
o Ensure that the two existing drinking water fountains (near tennis courts and near north
play area) are in full working order. Repair or replace drinking fountains that do not work
properly.
o Relocate the existing drinking water tap in the group picnic area to a nearby more visible
location (Recommendation 26).
o Provide a new drinking water tap near the Bow River picnic area (Recommendation 27).
o Ensure that the existing drinking water tap attached to the existing washroom building is in
a visible location (Recommendation 29).
o Provide a drinking water fountain and an outdoor drinking water tap at the multi-purpose
building (Recommendation 32).
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o Provide a drinking water tap at the rugby/soccer field washroom building (Recommendation
20).

o Provide signage at drinking water taps to indicate that the water is potable.
o Ensure that site wayfinding signage and maps include the location of drinking water fountains
and taps.

Level of Support: Feedback on this recommendation was not solicited during the concept options
phase of the public consultation process. However, the desire for easily accessible drinking water has
been commented on by numerous people during public consultation activities.

4

Recommendation: Improve the trail network within the park and ensure that it is efficient and
accessible. Include the following recommendations:
a. The Birch Avenue trail should be maintained at a width of approximately 3m with its current
compacted granular surface. Regrade and improve the surface of the trail to improve
handicap accessibility, reduce rutting, and prevent ponding.
b. Review the condition of all small secondary granular trails on-site. Regrade and resurface
trails with fine compacted granular material. These trails should be 1m to 1.5m wide
depending on the level of use they receive.

4.0 Redevelopment Plan

Rationale: Drinking water access is an important element of park user experience. Though there are
two existing drinking water taps and two existing drinking water fountains, many park users, indicated
during the Needs Assessment Survey that the lack of access to potable water was an issue.

c. Replace the asphalt walks surrounding the existing washroom building with concrete.
Incorporate the design of these walkways with the design of the outdoor gathering plaza
(see Recommendation 32). Provide a strong walkway connection between the washroom
building plaza area and the south parking lot. Asphalt trails leading to the washroom building
area should be 3m wide.
d. Provide a continuous 3m wide asphalt trail that runs from the south parking area along
the east side of the centre ball diamond up to the skateboard park. Extend the asphalt
trail connection to the future footbridge and down to Cave Avenue when the footbridge is
constructed. The asphalt trail is important for providing wheel-friendly access (wheelchair,
skateboards, scooters, etc) to the skateboard park and will provide a hard-wearing major
trail through the site. Trail should be designed to support the loading requirements of
trucks and maintenance equipment.
e. Relocate the northern section of the Birch Avenue trail (former horse trail) to
accommodate the off-leash dog area. This will require the relocation of one of the trail
bridges.
f. Review the conditions of all trail bridges and culvert crossings and repair or replace as
needed. Ensure that the structure loading capacity of the trail bridges is appropriate for the
maintenance and construction equipment needed for other site amenities and improvement
projects.
g. Provide a granular trail (3m minimum width) that connects Sundance Road with the
proposed seasonal parking lot. Ensure that the trail and trail bridge is designed to
accommodate heavy vehicle loading, so that event transportation vehicles can be
accommodated.
h. Provide removable bollards in key trail locations where vehicle access needs to be restricted.
Rationale: Trails provide the important connections between site features and amenities. They also
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help direct people, provide hanicap accessibility and prevent damage and wear to surface materials.
Trails need to be designed for their appropriate level of use and need to accommodate maintenance
and construction equipment, as required.
Level of Support: Feedback on this recommendation was not solicited during the concept options
phase of the public consultation process.

5

Recommendation: Create and implement a comprehensive site signage and wayfinding plan to
help direct users to site amenities and provide information about site use. Include the following
recommendations:
o Provide wayfinding maps at key locations on-site, including parking lots, buildings and
trailheads. Wayfinding maps should indicate all trails, buildings, site features, amenities and
buildings. Wayfinding signage should also indicate key destinations and trail connections
outside of the site.

Implementation
Plan

Conclusion

o Ensure that all signage has a consistent graphic design and that the overall signage plan
is consistent with a strong hierarchy. Signage graphics and support structures should be
compatible with Banff’s overall signage aesthetics and wayfinding system.

Appendices

o Provide educational signage in key areas to make park users aware of the importance of fire
safety, wildlife safety and other site stewardship issues.
o Ensure that information signage, such as traffic/parking signs, building hour signs, contact
information, is provided in appropriate locations without creating clutter or distraction.
o Provide highly-visible and aesthetic entrance signs with landscaping at the two roadway
access points from Cave Avenue.
Rationale: Currently, the signage on-site is inconsistent and insufficient to be effective. During public
consultation it became clear that site users were not aware of all of the sites features, amenities and
facilities. In addition, poor park user practices (i.e. littering, improper food storage) indicated a need
for education through signage.
Level of Support: Feedback on this recommendation was not solicited during the concept options
phase of the public consultation process. However, several people during the consultation process
commented on a lack of clarity regarding what activities are available on-site and where amenities are
located.

6

Recommendation: Commemorate the Banff National Park Pavillion designed by Frank Lloyd Wright.
o Consider providing interpretive signage that allows park users to learn about local history
and the natural environment. One important interpretive element to consider is a providing
a feature to mark and celebrate the former Banff National Park Pavilion (designed by Frank
Lloyd Wright).

Rationale: Interest groups have identified the significance of the Banff National Park Pavilion in the
development of the original recreation grounds. The Town can honour the heritage of the recreation
grounds by marking and telling the story of the development and history of the building that once
stood on hte site.
Level of Support: Feedback on this recommendation was not solicited during the concept options
phase of the public consultation process, but was identified as significant opportunity to reconize the
heritage of the site by the Town personnel and outside interest groups.
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Sports Fields and Courts

7

Recommendation: Replace the baseball diamonds’ irrigation system. The baseball diamond irrigation
replacement project should include the following recommendations:
o Regrade fields, as needed, to improve site drainage and level any undulations in the surfaces.
Also, make improvements to the height and grading of the pitcher’s mound, as required.

o Determine the best way to schedule field construction work in a manner that provides a
balance between budget efficiency and minimizing the interruption of ball team play.
Rationale: Existing irrigation system requires replacement since it is nearing the end of its lifespan.
Currently, the irrigation system has been experiencing failures that have led to ongoing repairs and
increased maintenance costs.
Level of Support: Feedback on this recommendation was not solicited during the concept options
phase of the public consultation process, but was indentified by Town personnel as an operational
concern.

8

Recommendation: Provide infield and outfield field lighting for the west and centre ball diamonds.
Include the following recommendations:
o Lighting system should be designed to be energy efficient and mitigate issues with light
trespass and light pollution.

4.0 Redevelopment Plan

o Evaluate the shale and turf surfaces for any improvements, such as material replacement or
soil amendments.

o Lighting controls accessible from a locked cabinet, providing the Town with the option of
allowing ball team organizers to access lighting control as needed.
o Additional secondary power access should also be included in the light servicing project.
Locked secondary power outlets in key locations will allow event organizers to power PA
systems and other event items without requiring generators.
Rationale: Providing lighting within the baseball diamonds extend possible hours of use to help
mitigate the loss of the east diamond and improve player experience. The diamonds are far enough
from residences to not pose serious light trespass issues.
Level of Support: Feedback on this recommendation was not solicited during the concept
options phase of the public consultation process. However, several respondents during the draft
redevelopment phase of public consultation process commented in support of this recommendation.

9

Recommendation: Repair and improve all damaged fencing and backstops in the west and centre
diamonds. Include the following recommendations:
o The majority of fence damage appears to be to the chain-link mesh and not the fence poles.
However, all posts and supports should be reviewed for structural integrity and potential
damage.
o Add high sports netting along foul line fences to protect spectators and adjacent park users.
Chain-link fences may need to be raised so that the netting is above the antler height of elk
and other wildlife.
o Add a short section of sports netting along the center diamond’s centre-field to allow
rugby/soccer field spectators to use bleachers on the north side of the field. The chain-link
fence may need to be raised so that the netting is above the antler height of elk and other
wildlife. Alternatively, a batter’s eye could be added to the centre-field since it would provide
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protection and, at the same time, improve ball user experience.
o Ensure that the safety top caps are secured in place to protect ball players.

Concept
Development

o Evaluate whether gates located in the backstops are still appropriate for wildlife conflict
mitigation. Originally, when the ball diamonds were fenced, the gates were provided to help
prevent wildlife entrapment. These gates were originally intended to be left open between
games. Currently, this is not routinely practiced. Either the gates should be replaced with a
traditional backstop or ball teams and Town maintenance staff should be instructed to open
them between periods of field use.

Redevelopment
Plan

Management
Plan

Implementation
Plan

Conclusion

Appendices

Rationale: Sections of the ball diamond fences and backstops are currently damaged. This poses
issues for both player safety and player experience. The addition of high sports netting will help
prevent balls from leaving the diamond and potentially striking people or structures in adjacent
areas. Converting the backstop gates to solid backstop panels will help reduce wear and tear on the
backstops.
Level of Support: Feedback on this recommendation was not solicited during the concept options
phase of the public consultation process.

10

Recommendation: Remove the existing east baseball diamond, including all surface materials and
structures. Include the following recommendations:
o Ensure that the ball teams are aware of the field removal well in advance. Work with ball
teams and event organizers to reconfigure field scheduling to work with only two diamonds
o Undertake the improvements to the west and centre diamonds prior to removal of the
east diamond. This way the east diamond can be used to offset the interruption of field use
required to construct the improvement projects.

Rationale: The east diamond removal creates room for other all-year activities and amenities for the
site. Currently, there are limited times during the ball season, predominantly Saturdays, when all three
diamonds are in use. The centre and west diamonds were retained because they are the preferred
fields and have the best sun orientation.
Level of Support: 71.8% supported two diamonds (16% opposed) compared to only 36% who
supported 3 diamonds (46.4% opposed).

11

Recommendation: Remove cinder running track and increase the rugby - soccer field from
approximately to a regulation rugby size. Include the following recommendations:
o Schedule the rugby/soccer expansion with the removal of the cinder running track and
expansion of the field (Recommendation 10).
o Consider the requirements for both rugby and soccer when selecting and installing goal
posts. Consider using goal posts that are specially designed for combination rugby/soccer
fields.
o Because the cinder track is currently used by community events groups, for event setup
ensure that there is an alternate route for vehicles transporting event materials.
o Consider alternate locations within the Town where a running track may be a positive future
amenity.

Rationale: The existing field is undersized for regulation rugby games and there are existing safety
issues with the proximity of the cinder running track to the field. Once the field is expanded, there is
not enough room to accommodate the track. In addition, the track is used by a relatively small group
of users.
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Level of Support: 89% supported (0.8% opposed) upgrading the rugby soccer field compared to
41.0% who supported (29.1% opposed) the running track.

12

Recommendation: Replace the rugby/soccer field’s irrigation system. The field irrigation
replacement project should include the following:
o Regrade the field, as needed, to improve site drainage and level any undulations in the
surfaces.

o Determine the best way to schedule field construction work in a manner that provides a
balance between budget efficiency and minimizing the interruption of ball team play.
o Schedule the rugby/soccer field irrigation construction with the removal of the cinder
running track and expansion of the field (Recommendations 10 & 11).
Rationale: Existing irrigation system requires replacement since it is nearing the end of its lifespan.
Currently, the irrigation system has been experiencing failures that have led to ongoing repairs.
Level of Support: Feedback on this recommendation was not solicited during the concept options
phase of the public consultation process.

13

Recommendation: Improve the tennis courts by repairing damaged fence mesh and provide
landscape screening on the windward sides of the court.

Rationale: Sections of the tennis court fencing have been damaged by a former windbreak screen.
that was attached to the fence Repairing the fence and providing landscape screening will improve
tennis player experience and aesthetics.

4.0 Redevelopment Plan

o Evaluate the turf surfaces for any improvements, such as soil amendments or additional
topsoil.

Level of Support: Feedback on this recommendation was not solicited during the concept options
phase of the public consultation process.

4.3

Recreation Activities

14

Recommendation: Replace the existing temporary skateboard park with a permanent
skateboard park facility (approx 1700m.sq.). Include the following recommendations:
o Work with the local skateboarding community and skateboard park experts to design the
facility according to users’ needs and desires. Try to accommodate existing features, such as
the mini pipe, that are currently popular with users.
o Consider the possibility of incorporating winter snowboard terrain features, if they are
compatible with the skateboard park design.
o Design the facility for a wide range of age groups and skills levels in the design.
o Design the facility for non-skateboards uses, such as scooters, and mitigate potential
conflicts.
o Design the facility in a manner that mitigates wildlife conflicts and safety issues.
o Provide lighting within the skateboard park. Ensure that the lighting design mitigates light
pollution and light trespass issues.

Rationale: The existing skateboard park was moved to its current location as a temporary measure
when construction of the Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre required the removal of the former
skateboard park. The existing skateboard park is well used but has issues with maintenance and repair
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because the elements aren’t permanent and are installed on asphalt.
Level of Support: 77.3% supported (8.6% opposed) the creation of a permanent skateboard park.

Concept
Development

15

Recommendation: Create a fenced area designated for off-leash dogs. The area should be
approximately 3000 sq. m. (0.75ac) in size. Include the following recommendations:

Redevelopment
Plan

o Ensure that there are at a minimum 4 dog bag dispensers and 4 garbage cans to help dog
owners keep the park clean.
o Provide at least 3 benches and a water tap with a self-draining “watering dish” for use by
dogs and dog owners.

Management
Plan

o Design the entry gates in a manner that helps prevent dogs from escaping outside of the
fencing.

Implementation
Plan

o Provide signage that outlines the roles and responsibilities of dog owners using the space.
o If the entire perimeter of the Recreation Grounds isn’t fenced with wildlife fencing (see
Recommendation 1) provide wildlife fencing around the off-leash area

Conclusion

o If the entire perimeter of the Recreation Grounds is fenced with wildlife fencing. Provide a
split rail or similar natural looking fence with integrated wire mesh screen around the offleash area. Select materials that aesthetically fit with the natural setting, adequately secure
the off-leash dogs and mitigate potential wildlife conflicts.

Appendices

o Retain existing trees, but clear key areas of underbrush to accommodate the new use.
Maintain the existing vegetated riparian area along the existing canal.
o Provide areas of landscape screening between the off-leash area and adjacent picnic and
open spaces.
Rationale: Based on the previous public feedback, an off-leash dog area was supported as a potential
site feature. This area would provide an additional off-leash opportunity within the community.
Level of Support: 59.4% supported (23.4% opposed) the creation of an off-leash dog area.

16

Recommendation: Create a canoe landing area adjacent to the future Bow River footbridge.
Include the following recommendations:
o Consult with Parks Canada, ecological experts and waterway safety experts to determine
the potential implications of the canoe landing area.
o The design of the canoe landing area should be coordinated with the design and
construction of the Bow River footbridge.
o The design should consider bank stabilization measure and access down to the water
o The design may incorporate a floating docking structure that could be removed during
winter and peak flow seasons.
o The design should not include a formal boat launch with vehicle access.

Rationale: Canoeing is a popular river activity in Banff and a canoe landing area would link well with
the picnicking opportunities provided at the Recreation Grounds.
Level of Support: 61.7 % supported (14.9% opposed) the creation of a canoe landing area.
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Recommendation: Create a series of approximately five fitness elements located along a trail
loop through the park. Include the following recommendations:
o Fitness elements should be low key and use simple materials, such as timber and rope, to
fit with the natural setting of the park. Activities should be focused on weight-bearing and
gravity based strength training. “Gym” style fitness equipment is not suitable for the context
and setting of the Recreation Grounds.

o Locate fitness elements in areas with shade and protection from wind.
o Provide a durable and safe fall area around the fitness elements. Consider reusing the pea
gravel being removed from the existing play areas.
Rationale: Outdoor fitness elements are a growing recreation trend. A circuit of low key fitness
elements will allow runners, walkers and cyclists the opportunity to incorporate strength training into
their outdoor fitness routines.
Level of Support: 60.6% supported (14.9% opposed) the creation of fitness elements in the park.

18

Recommendation: Create a seasonal outdoor hockey/leisure skating rink that is flooded
during the winter and left as an open lawn space in the other seasons. Include the following
recommendations:
o Coordinate leisure skating and hockey (shinny) scheduling with the existing rink at the high
school to help reduce conflicts between the two activities. It is not intended that this rink
replace the existing rink at the high school.

4.0 Redevelopment Plan

o Locate fitness element in areas that are visible from trail, yet still provide a sense of privacy
from heavily used areas.

o Considered adding temporary boards to the rink to improve hockey/shinny player
experience and prevent pucks from leaving the ice. The boards will be removed and stored
at the maintenance compound outside of the skating season.
o Consider providing a warm-up building or shelter for rink users. This could be
accommodated if the multi-purpose building is constructed or heaters are added to the
adjacent picnic shelter.
o Ensure that adequate water servicing is provided close to rink area. Consider the possibility
of hot water servicing to improve ice quality.
o Consider adding a rink maintenance equipment storage room in the design of the multipurpose building.
o Provide landscape screening along the northwest side of the rink to reduce the impact of
winter winds.
o Consider the future possibility of converting the seasonal rink to a permanent one on a
concrete or asphalt surface if the activity becomes popular. The permanent rink structure
would have the added benefit of being used for ball hockey in summer.
Rationale: The Town of Banff promotes the creation of winter recreation activities and maximizing
the all-year use of its open spaces. The addition of a seasonal rink provides an additional outdoor
location for skating in Banff and will bring a new winter activity to the Recreation Grounds. Having
two large public outdoor rinks within town will reduce user conflicts because one at certain times one
rink could be designated from hockey/shinny and the other could be designated for leisure skating.
Level of Support: 65.9% supported leisure skating (11.9% opposed) and 64.8% supported an ice
hockey surface (13.6% opposed).
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19

Recommendation: Create hill within the Recreation Grounds that could be used for sledding/
tobogganing in winter and spectating in summer. Include the following recommendations:

Concept
Development

o Coordinate the import of fill materials from local construction excavation projects.
o Orient the hill to the northeast or east to help maintain snow cover by protecting it from
sun and wind exposure.

Redevelopment
Plan

o Ensure that the hill height, slope and run-out space is properly designed to safely
accommodate sledding/tobogganing requirements. Use “Check Out the Hill - Sled Safety”
created by Safe Kids, Children’s Health Centre of Northern Alberta, 1996 (http://lin.ca/
sites/default/files/attachments/Check%20out%20the%20HillSled%20Safety.pdf) for design
guidelines.

Management
Plan

Implementation
Plan

Rationale: The Town of Banff policies promote the creation of winter recreation activities. The
addition of a sledding/tobogganing hill will bring a new winter activity to the Recreation Grounds.
Sledding and tobogganing is a winter activity to the seasonal outdoor rink and will help anchor the
multi-purpose building as a winter activity destination. Construction of this hill also provides the
opportunity for local excavation projects to find a location for excess fill.

Conclusion

Level of Support: 40.3% supported (23.3% opposed) the addition of a sledding/tobogganing hill

Appendices

4.4

Amenity Buildings

20

Recommendation: Create a multi-purpose building (approx. 335sq.m. / 3600sq.ft) that supports
both sports field and park activities. Include the following recommendations:
o Design the building as a four-season facility with spaces that provide programming flexibility.
Consult local teams and stakeholders when developing the building programme and design.
o The size of the building requires confirmation based on the program determined for the
facility. The building footprint on the redevelopment plan is an approximation only.
o Provide public washroom facilities with flush toilets and running water.
o Provide a drinking water fountain and an outdoor drinking water tap. Provide signage to
indicate that the water is potable.
o Provide a space that can be used as a concession. Determine whether the concession will
only be a storage and sales space or if it will require full kitchen facilities. Consider providing
both indoor and outdoor service windows.
o Provide storage rooms for building maintenance. Consider the potential to accommodate
other storage needs, such as sports team equipment or rink maintenance equipment.
o Provide a flexible multi-purpose space that can accommodate a range of potential uses, such
as a skating warm-up area or team meeting area.
o Consider the potential for providing sports team change rooms. Consider the possible
implications for servicing if showers are required.
o Integrate the building design with the design of the adjacent gathering plaza (see
Recommendation 32).

Rationale: A multi-purpose building will provide space and amenities for all season use (i.e. sports
events, winter skate warm-up, etc). This facility will likely not include change rooms because it would
require additional sewer servicing, which is cost prohibitive for the project.
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Level of Support: 77.9% supported (7% opposed) the addition of a field house to the site. Note
that the existing “field house” had the same programming as the multi-purpose building, except it also
included change-rooms.

21

Recommendation: Provide three-season vault toilet washroom building near the rugby/soccer
field and relocated maintenance compound. Include the following recommendations:
o Building should accommodate a total of 4 stalls, including 2 handicap stalls.

Rationale: Because of the size of the site, an additional washrooms (vault toilets) would benefit the
rugby/soccer field users and spectators.
Level of Support: Feedback on this specific recommendation was not solicited during the concept
options phase of the public consultation process. However, several respondent’s supported the option
with the multi-purpose building in this location. The building would have provided washroom facilities.

22

Recommendation: Provide a future location for an additional community greenhouse, storage
shed and fenced yard. Include the following recommendations:
o The addition of a greenhouse building should be funded as part of a separate partnership or
grant project.
o Consider adding a small fenced area between the greenhouses to accommodate a storage
shed and potential wildlife-safe composting facility.
o Consider developing a rainwater capture system for use by greenhouse users.

4.0 Redevelopment Plan

o Building design should include an outdoor water tap.

Rationale: Gardening plots within the existing community greenhouse are highly sought after
by people in the community. A location to expand this facility is provided on the plan but will be
dependent on future funding and community partnership opportunities.
Level of Support: 82.0% support the existing greenhouse (5.5% oppose) and 64.3% support an
additional greenhouse (16.7% oppose).

4.5

Play Areas

23

Recommendation: Replace and expand existing north playground with a nature play area
(approx. 500sq.m.) for a wider range of age groups. Include the following recommendations:
o Additional public consultation should be conducted for the design of the play area prior to
construction. During consultation, determine an acceptable age range for the facility.
o Consider the addition of some traditional play elements if requested by the public.
o Construct the facility using high-quality, low-maintenance natural materials where possible.
o Consider using engineered wood mulch as play surfacing material since it is wheelchair
accessible, has a natural aesthetic and is cleaner than the existing pea gravel. Standard wood
mulch should not be used.
o Provide split rail fencing and planting between the play area and the skateboard park to
prevent children from running into the skateboard area.
o Add wildlife fencing around the play area if the Recreation Grounds are not full fenced
(see Recommendation 1). Conflicts between wildlife and children and issues with wildlife
entanglement are concerns with the existing playgrounds. By fencing the area, these issues
are mitigated without compromising the quality of the play experience.
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Concept
Development

Redevelopment
Plan

Management
Plan

Implementation
Plan

Conclusion

Rationale: This play area will replace the existing tot-lot play equipment that is nearing the end of
its lifespan. By keeping the play area near its existing location, it is visible from the ball diamonds,
which is important since the play area is mostly used by the children of ball players and spectators. By
expanding the size of the playground, it will contain a greater variety of play elements for a wider range
of ages. Nature play is a growing recreation trend and is well documented for enhancing childhood
development.
Level of Support: 76.2% supported expanding and upgrading playgrounds (7.2% opposed). More
specifically, 66.4% supported traditional play ( 11.2% opposed) and 78.7% supported nature/adventure
play (4.7% opposed).

24

Recommendation: Replace and expand existing south playground with a nature play area
and water play (approx. 1100sq.m.) for a wide range of age groups. Include the following
recommendations:
o Additional public consultation should be conducted for the design of the play area prior to
construction.
o Consider the addition of some traditional play elements if requested by the public.

Appendices

o Construct the facility using high-quality, low-maintenance natural materials where possible.
o Consider using engineered wood mulch as play surfacing material since it is wheelchair
accessible, has a natural aesthetic and is cleaner than the existing pea gravel. Standard wood
mulch should not be used.
o Water play elements should be low-key and focus on smaller elements such as hand pumps,
channels, and water screws rather than spray park elements. Potable water sources should
be used and features should be designed to use modest amounts of water. Drainage should
be an important part of the design. Alternative surface materials, such as sand may be
important elements to consider in play activities.
o Add wildlife fencing around the play area if the Recreation Grounds are not full fenced
(see Recommendation 1). Conflicts between wildlife and children and issues with wildlife
entanglement are concerns with the existing playgrounds. By fencing the area, these issues
are mitigated without compromising the quality of the play experience.
o Younger age (< 5 years of age) activities should be provided closer to the washroom
gathering plaza and picnic spaces, and activities should transition to older ages as you move
closer to the adventure play area (see Recommendation 24).
o An overhead bridging structure should be considered as a unique way to connect the nature
play area with the adventure play area.
Rationale: This play area will replace the limited range of traditional play equipment that is nearing
the end of its lifespan. Expansion of the play area footprint will allow for a greater range of activities,
making it not only a destination within the Recreation Grounds but a destination within Banff’s park
system. Low-key water play is complimentary to nature play activities and requires less infrastructure
and maintenance than spray park facilities. Nature play is a growing recreation trend and is well
documented as enhancing childhood development.
Level of Support: 76.2% supported expanding and upgrading playgrounds (7.2% opposed). More
specifically, 66.4% supported traditional play ( 11.2% opposed) and 78.7% supported nature/adventure
play (4.7% opposed).
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Recommendation: Create a multi-age adventure play area (approx. 800sq.m.) in the location of
the former bike skills park. Include the following recommendations:
o Additional public consultation should be conducted for the design of the play area prior to
construction.
o Construct the facility using high-quality, low-maintenance natural materials where possible.

o Adventure play elements should focus on older age groups (>12 years of age) and provide a
wide range of skill-building elements.
o Add wildlife fencing around the play area if the Recreation Grounds are not full fenced
(see Recommendation 1). Conflicts between wildlife and children and issues with wildlife
entanglement are concerns with the existing playgrounds. By fencing the area, these issues
are mitigated without compromising the quality of the play experience.
Rationale: The existing bike skills park poses maintenance/safety issues and is not consistently used
by the community. Adventure play can encourage inter-generational play, since the play elements
tend to be more attractive to adults than traditional play equipment. Adventure play is a growing
recreation trend and allows both children and adults to engage in active play that promotes skill
development and allows safe risk-taking. This play area will likely become not only a destination within
the Recreation Grounds but a destination within Banff’s park system.

4.0 Redevelopment Plan

o Consider using engineered wood mulch as play surfacing material since it is wheelchair
accessible, has a natural aesthetic and is cleaner than the existing pea gravel. Standard wood
mulch should not be used.

Level of Support: 59.4% supported the existing bike skills park (14.8% opposed) and 56.1%
supported upgrading the bike skills park (18.7% opposed); However, 78.7% supported nature/
adventure play (4.7% opposed).

26

Recommendation: Create a children’s bike skills park (approx. 660sq.m.) and terrain loop in the
location of the former bike skills park. Include the following recommendations:
o Construct the facility using high-quality, low-maintenance natural materials where possible.
o Consider using engineered wood mulch as play surfacing material since it is wheelchair
accessible, has a natural aesthetic and is cleaner than the existing pea gravel. Standard wood
mulch should not be used.
o Children’s bike skills park and terrain loop should be focused on younger ages (<12 years of
age), combining a range modest skill-building elements and a terrain loop or pump track.
o Add wildlife fencing around the play area if the Recreation Grounds are not full fenced
(see Recommendation 1). Conflicts between wildlife and children and issues with wildlife
entanglement are concerns with the existing playgrounds. By fencing the area, these issues
are mitigated without compromising the quality of the play experience.

Rationale: The existing bike skills park poses maintenance/safety issues and is not consistently used
by the community. A smaller children’s bike skills park and bike terrain route will continue to provide
a play amenity complimentary with other family activities provided on-site.
Level of Support: Feedback on this recommendation was not specifically solicited during the
concept options phase of the public consultation process; however, many people commented that
retaining a family-friendly bike skills areas would be a desirable activity for the park.
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4.6

Picnic Areas

27

Recommendation: Upgrade the existing group picnic site near the two picnic shelters by
reconfiguring the space and adding 4 tables, 3 handicap tables, 1 barbeque and landscaping.
Include the following recommendations:

Redevelopment
Plan

o Provide a split rail fence and shrub plantings to define the space and prevent shortcutting
which is currently damaging grass areas.
o Provide a granular area within the centre of the space that can be used to set up an event
tent.

Management
Plan

o Configure the space in a manner that is best suited to group functions.
Implementation
Plan

o Consider adding a lockable cabinet with access to power for events and functions.
o Relocate the existing drinking water tap into a more visible location and provide signage to
indicate that the water is potable.

Conclusion

o Provide garbage and recycling receptacles that are capable of dealing with the considerable
amount of garbage produced during the peak season. Consider using underground
compacting garbage receptacles (i.e. Molok) to increase the capacity of receptacles rather
than increasing the number of receptacles.

Appendices

Rationale: This group picnic area is well used, but the current layout does not provide an efficient use
of space. By redesigning this area, there will be additional picnic tables, including handicap tables, and
barbeques to create a more user-friendly group space.
Level of Support: In general, 68.2% supported adding picnic sites to the park (12.7% opposed) and
50.8% supported additional group picnic shelters (14.6% opposed).

28

Recommendation: Upgrade the existing picnic area adjacent to the Bow River by
reconfiguring the area and adding 4 tables, 1 handicap and 2 barbeques. Include the following
recommendations:
o Reconfigure the spatial arrangement of picnic sites in relation to the future Bow River
footbridge.
o Consider adding a drinking water tap near this picnic area and provide signage to indicate
that the water is potable.
o Provide garbage and recycling receptacles that are capable of dealing with the considerable
amount of garbage produced during the peak season. Consider using underground
compacting garbage receptacles (i.e. Molok) to increase the capacity of receptacles rather
than increasing the number of receptacles.
Rationale: This is a popular picnicking area because of the proximity of the river, but picnic sites are
limited. In addition, the future footbridge will likely increase the desirability of this area and require
spatial modifications. The addition of a modest amount of picnic tables and barbeques will provide
more opportunities without feeling overcrowded. The addition of a drinking water tap will improve
visitor experience and provide a source of water to extinguish barbeque fires.
Level of Support: In general, 68.2% supported adding picnic sites to the park (12.7% opposed).
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Recommendation: Add 6 tables and 1 handicap table to the existing bike skills/terrain park
(proposed adventure play area). Include the following recommendations:

Rationale: Picnic sites will provide a complimentary amenity for the adventure play area and
children’s bike skills area. They will also allow parents to watch their children as they use the play area.
Level of Support: In general, 68.2% supported adding picnic sites to the park (12.7% opposed).

30

o Provide a concrete plaza gathering space with trees, picnic tables and benches adjacent to
the washroom building.
o Improve site grading and improve or replace the existing asphalt pathways around the
building.
o Add additional picnic sites in places with good views into the play area, to provide places for
parents to watch their children.
o Repair or replace the group picnic shelter, which is falling into disrepair.
o Ensure that the existing drinking water tap is in a visible location and provide signage to
indicate that the water is potable.
Rationale: Because of the proximity to the washrooms and the play area, this is a popular picnic area.
The addition of a modest amount of picnic tables and barbeques will provide more opportunities
without feeling overcrowded. The addition of the concrete plaza area will help visually anchor the
building and provide a more formalized space that is handicap accessible.

4.0 Redevelopment Plan

Recommendation: Upgrade the existing picnic area adjacent to the south playground and
washroom building by reconfiguring the area, creating a gathering plaza and adding 10 tables, 3
handicap tables and 3 barbeques. Include the following recommendations:

Level of Support: In general, 68.2% supported adding picnic sites to the park (12.7% opposed).

31

Recommendation: Create a new picnic area, including 3 tables, 1 handicap table, 1 garbage
receptacle and 1 recycling receptacle, between Sundance Road and the rugby/soccer field.

Rationale: Picnic sites will provide a complimentary amenity for the rugby/soccer field area.
Level of Support: In general, 68.2% supported adding picnic sites to the park (12.7% opposed).

32

Recommendation: Create new picnic areas within the former location of the east baseball
diamond. Include the following recommendations:
o Provide approximately 4 groups of picnic sites (3 picnic tables,1 barbeque, 1 garbage
receptacle and 1 recycling receptacle per grouping) around the perimeter of the open space
created by removing the east baseball diamond.

Rationale: New picnic areas are provided adjacent to unprogrammed open lawn areas that can be
used for informal activities, such as frisbee and catch. These picnic areas are also complimented by the
proximity of the multi-purpose building.
Level of Support: In general, 68.2% supported adding picnic sites to the park (12.7% opposed) and
50.8% supported additional group picnic shelters (14.6% opposed).
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33

Recommendation: Create a concrete plaza gathering space adjacent to the multi-purpose
building, group picnic shelter and seasonal rink. Include the following recommendations:

Concept
Development

o Provide approximately 6 tables and 2 handicap tables in gathering area.
o Provide a minimum of 3 benches in key locations around the building.

Redevelopment
Plan

o Provide a group picnic shelter, 6 picnic table (2 inside the shelter) and 1 barbeque adjacent
to the seasonal rink and multi-purpose building. Consider adding heating elements (heaters
or fireplace to the inside of the group picnic shelter so that it can be used as a winter warmup area.

Management
Plan

o Consider adding seasonal shade structures to provide shade for people using the plaza area.
o Consider adding a group fireplace or firepit that could be used during winter months or
special events. Fireplace or firepit should be designed in a manner that prevents people
from using it outside of “official” hours of operation. Consider using a natural gas serviced
fireplace or firepit.

Implementation
Plan

Conclusion

Rationale: The concrete plaza area will visually anchor the multi-purpose building and provide a
formalized amenity space complimentary to the adjacent skateboard park, play areas, ball diamonds
and seasonal rink.

Appendices

Level of Support: In general, 68.2% supported adding picnic sites to the park (12.7% opposed) and
66.2% supported group firepits (17.3% opposed).

4.7

Parking and Maintenance Areas

34

Recommendation: Reinstate the former parking stalls (approximately 28 stalls) currently
occupied by the temporary skateboard park. Include the following recommendations:
o Asphalt resurfacing of the parking area will likely be required due to damage from the
skateboard park.

Rationale: Reinstating these parking stalls will provide additional spaces for ball players,
skateboarders and general park users.
Level of Support: In general, 51.3% supported expanded parking (19.7% opposed).

35

Recommendation: Convert the existing parallel parking along Sundance Road near the rugby/
soccer field into perpendicular parking to provide additional stalls. Include the following
recommendations:
o Parking area should be surfaced with compacted gravel.
o Provide approximately 40 parking stalls. Actual parking stalls quantity should be informed by
the results of the parking impact assessment (see Recommendation 20).
Rationale: A relatively simple alteration to accommodate 90° parking could nearly double the current
amount of parking stalls. Parking stalls are especially in demand when there are rugby/soccer games.
Additional parking will help prevent illegal parking in the area.
Level of Support: In general, 51.3% supported expanded parking (19.7% opposed).
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Recommendation: Create a seasonal gravel parking lot that can be closed outside of the peak
season. Include the following recommendations:
o Design should include landscaping to help mitigate the parking area’s visual impact.
Landscape should be focused around the perimeter rather than inside, so that the gravel lot
can be used for many different purposes, including the Halloween Bonfire event.

o Design should include lockable gates and access barriers. Create a clearly defined edge with
materials, such as boulders, to prevent vehicles from driving outside of the lot boundaries.
o Design should accommodate structural requirements for event transportation trucks.
Rationale: The existing asphalt parking lot in this area is consistently full during the peak season. As a
result, many park users are parking illegally or not using the park site. Additional stalls during the peak
season will improve park user experienced and mitigate some of the parking and traffic issues in the
area.
Level of Support: In general, 51.3% supported expanded parking (19.7% opposed).

37

Recommendation: Relocate the maintenance compound and storage building to Sundance Road
near the rugby/soccer field. Include the following recommendations:
o Maintenance compound should be adequately sized to accommodate the maintenance
and storage needs for the Recreation Grounds. Anticipate current and future storage and
maintenance needs, such as rink board storage and the potential future speed skating oval.
Note that the compound’s footprint shown on the drawings equals the existing maintenance
compound and requires confirmation during the design phase of the project.

4.0 Redevelopment Plan

o The seasonal parking lot should accommodate approximately 36 stalls. Actual parking
stalls quantity should be informed by the results of the parking impact assessment (see
Recommendation 20).

o Ensure that design of maintenance compound accommodates equipment and truck turning
radii.
o Water servicing should be provided at the maintenance compound and should provide
sufficient capacity to allow for a potential future speed skating oval.
o Power servicing should be provided at the maintenance compound and should provide
capacity should allow for water heating equipment for the potential future speed skating
oval.
o Provide a secured secondary power access location for events and sports field needs.
o Design the compound in a manner that provides security from vandalism and theft. If
required, consider adding cameras to help monitor illegal activity.
Rationale: The existing storage building maintenance compound will be moved closer to the rugby/
soccer field area to free up “prime real estate” better suited to other recreational amenities (play area
and skateboard park) near the baseball diamonds. Relocating the maintenance compound will also
provide the opportunity to house the additional needs required by events and the potential future
speed skating oval.
Level of Support: Feedback on this recommendation was not solicited during the concept options
phase of the public consultation process.
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5. Management Plan
The following are recommended guidelines for the short and long term management of the Banff Recreation
Grounds. The guidelines have been prepared with consideration of the site and environmental analysis, the
defined opportunities and constraints, and the proposed redevelopment program. The need for good and
consistent management of the park, particularly in regards to the parks’ various uses, is vital to the success
of the park.
The management guidelines have been separated into four categories: Environmental Management, Safety
and Security, Operations, and Maintenance.

Environmental Management

1

Recommendation: Conduct additional environmental impact assessments as required during future
design and implementation phases, to ensure that changes in the Banff Recreation Grounds do not
cause adverse environmental impacts. Within the environmental impact assessment, it is likely that
these areas of additional investigation are required:
o Environmental impact assessments
o Soil and geotechnical surveys
o Biophysical and rare plant surveys
o Fisheries and wildlife surveys
o Historical resource surveys

2

Recommendation: Preserve the area of north of the canal in a relatively natural state. Any
future park uses that extend into this area should be low-key and should recognize that the area
is adjacent to an important wildlife movement corridor. Any expansion into this area will require
further consultation with Parks Canada.

5.0 Management Plan

5.1

3

Recommendation: Ensure that minimum setbacks are maintained between park uses and
waterways. Consider the following:
o Protect the canal with a 10m wide setback adjacent to the off-leash dog area and children’s
bike loop. Enhance with riparian plantings to further protect the canal.
o Protect the riverbank edge near the future footbridge with a 10m wide setback. Consider
enhancing the edge with natural materials (boulders and vegetation) to help reduce erosion
and direct people towards specific points of river access.
o Protect the intermittent drainage swales and pond area by ensuring that adjacent activities
and features will not cause contamination issues or adverse environmental effects.

4

Recommendation: Ensure that garbage and recycling receptacles are emptied before reaching
their full capacity and that litter and refuse are picked up consistently to reduce the number of
wildlife attractants on-site. Ensure that there is adequate access to garbage and recycling receptacles
throughout the site.

5
6

Recommendation: Consider the use of native plant material wherever possible. Implement
vegetation establishment and maintenance strategies that prevent the spread of invasive species.
Recommendation: Consider “Fire Smart” principles when adding vegetation, especially coniferous
trees, to the site.
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7

Recommendation: Limit the removal of trees and vegetation to the minimum amount required to
implement the Redevelopment Plan. Consider planting additional trees in replacement for trees
requiring removal.

Concept
Development

8

Recommendation: Consider starting a stewardship program to educate park users on good park
practices. Stewardship programs could include educational signage or park liaisons to discuss issues
with people on-site. Some issues that could be addressed in the program include barbeque/fire safety,
wildlife conflict avoidance and clean picnic site practices.

Redevelopment
Plan

Management
Plan

5.2

Safety and Security

9

Recommendation: Work with the RCMP and bylaw enforcement to create strategies and protocols
to reduce issues with illegal camping, alcohol consumption and partying. Discuss these issues with
the adjacent housing development to proactively work towards effective solutions.

Implementation
Plan

10
11
12

Recommendation: Consider Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
principles in the design of new spaces and improvement of existing spaces.

Conclusion

Recommendation: Review and improve vehicle access barriers (i.e. bollards, boulders, gates) as
required to ensure that vehicles are not permitted to enter restricted park areas.

Appendices

Recommendation: Review and enforce the Town bylaws (and provincial acts) to manage use
in Banff Recreation Grounds. Determine if there are gaps within the bylaws that may lead
to potential enforcement issues. Determine if there are bylaws that are in opposition to potential
recreation activities (i.e. slack-lining).

5.3

Operations

13

Recommendation: As per The Recreation Facilities Master Plan, 2013, “modify the existing field
reservation system for all field use to better record actual use and practices. (Note: This does
not imply increased fees.) In doing so, work with annual contract users to establish better protocol for
reporting actual levels of use. This should provide better clarity when developing field user fees, and
prevent overuse during vulnerable periods. Improved tracking would also allow the Town to gather
information on local sports participation trends that are essential for ongoing field planning.”

14

Recommendation: Consider creating a temporary reservation system for the tennis courts
or set up time-lapse cameras to determine the amount of use during an entire season. This
information will establish usership patterns for the courts and will provide valuable information about
changes in use if other tennis courts in Banff are closed.

15

Recommendation: Work with community event groups to determine the ongoing needs of
event planners and establish protocols for site use to help reduce maintenance and ensure that
the site remains in good condition.

16

Recommendation: Because of the number of different recreational uses of the park, additional
“local rules” may be created. These rules are not enforced by Town bylaw but instead provide
standards for park user etiquette. Examples of “local rules” may include etiquette within the off-leash
dog area (i.e. parents, keep children nearby when in off-leash areas. Children need to take care when
playing around dogs and should not approach unfamiliar dogs without talking to the dog owner).

17

Recommendation: Since the multi-purpose building will be a new programming opportunity
for the Town, it is important to create a management plan that will govern its future uses
and permissible activities. The concession will need specific consideration to determine if it is best
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managed and operated by the Town, non-profit groups, local businesses or as part of sport’s team
partnerships.

18
19

Recommendation: Remove equestrian activities from the site trails. Work with the nearby
equestrian operation to find alternate routes for horses and carriages.

Recommendation: Consider adding seasonal or occasional staffed recreational programming
activities in the Recreation Grounds. Some of these programs could include outdoor fitness,
life-sized games, or stewardship education.

20
21

Recommendation: Work with the local speed skating community to determine the needs of
their organization and develop a business case for a future potential speed skating oval located
near the rugby field. The business case should include the following:
o Determine the number of speed skaters that are likely to use the site on a regular basis and
the frequency of organized use (i.e. practices, competitions). Determine their current place
of residence and practice.
o Determine the potential frequency of events and the approximate number of additional
skaters and spectators that would attend. Determine the likelihood of these events being
brought to Banff.
o Determine the costs associated with initial construction of the oval.
o Determine the ongoing seasonal maintenance costs of the oval. Determine the cost of all
maintenance equipment and storage required.

5.0 Management Plan

Recommendation: Undertake a parking impact assessment that will determine the current
parking needs and capacity and anticipate future parking needs based on proposed site
improvements. Use this information to help phase parking improvements on-site.

o Determine if there is the potential for turf or irrigation system damage where the oval
overlaps the field or if there is there will be seasonal impacts on sports field users (i.e. ice
doesn’t melt in time for soccer and rugby season).
o Determine cross-over recreational benefits, such as using the oval for leisure skating.
o Determine if speed skating should be an activity solely funded by the Town of Banff or if this
should be a joint municipality venture.
o Determine if the Recreation Grounds are the best location for this facility or if there are
better locations in the town or in other municipalities.
o Determine if there are any environmental conditions that will cause user experience or ice
maintenance issues (i.e. excessive wind, warmer microclimate, insufficient drainage, etc).
o Determine potential funding sources, such as grants or partnerships, for the construction
and maintenance of the facility. Consider initiating and funding the initial speed skating oval
construction as part of funding provided by sports organizations for special events (i.e.
Canada Winter Games).
o Determine if there are any direct or indirect sources of revenue that could be gained from
development of the speed skating oval (i.e. user fees similar to ball diamonds).
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5.4

Maintenance

22

Recommendation: Small placards with Town contact information and emergency information
should be installed on all major amenities (washrooms, shelters, buildings, play areas, skateboard
park, etc.) and at wayfinding maps to allow park users to report damage, maintenance needs or
enforcement problems. Reported problems should be addressed immediately.

23

Recommendation: Pathways should be inspected once a year to determine maintenance
requirements such as vegetation clearing, erosion controls, and surface repairs. Each pathway
type requires a different level of maintenance and review.
o Birch Avenue trail and the main asphalt trail (see Recommendation 4): As the key amenities
in the park, good pathway maintenance is important to all users. Both trails should be
maintained as all-seasons trails and should be cleared of snow in winter.

Implementation
Plan

o Granular trails: These trails should be maintained for seasonal use.
Conclusion

Appendices

24

Recommendation: Review all existing picnic sites for improvements. Many of the picnic tables
require refurbishing or replacement. Several of the sites require regrading and the replacement
of timber edges and granular surfacing.

25

Recommendation: Regular maintenance of the park and amenities will require dedicated
resources to ensure that the amenities are maintained to a satisfactory standard. Inspections,
repairs and maintenance should occur at the following intervals.
o Seasonally

56

•

Signage should be monitored seasonally to ensure that all signs remain in place
and consistent. Damaged, missing or misplaced signs should be corrected and/or
replaced immediately. Park information kiosks should be reviewed and updated to
ensure that information material remains relevant.

•

Furnishings, such as garbage and recycling receptacles, benches, and barbeques,
should be thoroughly inspected and repaired or replaced, as required.

•

Naturalized grass areas, including the off-leash area, should be mowed once in
spring, summer and fall (2-3 times per year).

•

Inspect and top-up gravel around picnic sites.

•

Review mature trees in Banff Recreation Grounds for signs of decline and identify
trees that are nearing their end of lifespan. Additional trees should be planted near
declining trees to help successional planting efforts.

•

Prune large dead branches and cut down dead or dying trees that may cause safety
hazards for park users.

•

Review riverbank edges for excessive erosion or damage caused by park users.
Vegetative bank stabilization measures and “soft” measures should be implemented
proactively.

•

Setup and removal of temporary skating rink boards. Initial snow compaction and
flooding required to build up rink surface

•

Opening and closing (blow-out) of outdoor drinking taps, fountains and seasonal
water lines
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o Monthly
•

Shelters and buildings should be monitored for damage, deterioration and vandalism.
Any problems encountered should be corrected immediately.

o Biweekly
•

Open lawn spaces near picnic areas and adjacent to sports fields should be mowed
biweekly.

•

Firewood bins should be monitored and topped up.

•

Vault toilet facilities near rugby/soccer field should be monitored, cleaned and
supplies topped-up. Pump-out vaults should be monitored and emptied as required
and prior to planned events. Any problems encountered should be corrected
immediately.

•

Trash and recycling should be collected at least twice weekly during the peak season
and once every one to two weeks during the off-peak season Additional collection
may be required following events or long weekends.

•

Picnic sites should be cleaned up and gravel should be raked out, as needed.
Barbeque pits should be emptied of ash and debris.

•

Dog bag dispensers should be checked frequently. If the dispensers continually
run out of bags, refill frequency may need to be increased during busy months or
additional dispensers added to the site. An alternative strategy is a partnership
with the off-leash community and related businesses to monitor and fill dog bag
dispensers. A similar model is currently in practice in the City of Calgary.

5.0 Management Plan

o Weekly

o Daily
•

The washroom building and multi-purpose building should receive daily monitoring,
cleaning and top-up of supplies. Any problems encountered should be corrected
immediately.

•

Washrooms require lock-up during nighttime park closure hours.

o As Required
•

Temporary garbage and recycling units may be needed be to placed in park prior to
events. These units should be consistently emptied during the event and removed
following the event in order to help deter wildlife.

•

Vandalism, graffiti and littering should be corrected as soon as discovered to
discourage further problems and maintain the quality of the park. Any signs or
posters that are not located on information kiosk public posting boards should be
removed as soon as they are found.

•

Snow clearing of the north and south access roads and parking areas is required.
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Recommendation: Following the contract landscape work (tree planting, natural restoration),
town staff will be required to continue plant establishment maintenance (watering, fertilizing,
weed control) for up to five years. “Green” landscaping methods, such as limiting the use of chemicals,
should be required wherever possible. Wildlife fencing should be used to protect young plants from
animal browsing.

27

Recommendation: Partnerships are an important resource for the ongoing management of
Recreation Grounds.Volunteers from specific users groups such as dog walkers, sports, cycling
or walking groups, or an overall “Friends of the Banff Recreations Grounds” group could serve as a
valuable resource for identifying, coordinating and completing specific aspects of park maintenance.
Through a partnership arrangement, the Town could provide liaison, equipment and budget resources
to support the work of groups. If the Town is interested in having a designated volunteer group
to assist with management of Banff Recreation Grounds, a terms of reference would need to be
developed to define the structure, role, authority and reporting relationship of the partnership.
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6. Implementation Plan
Based on consultation with the Town’s project team, it is recommended that the Banff Recreation Grounds
Redevelopment Plan be implemented through multiple phases. The first phase is recommended to be
completed within three years. Phase II is recommended to be completed within six years The remaining
improvements are to be completed within ten years. Final phasing and funding priorities will be further
evaluated throughout the implementation of the plan. All costs associated with the implementation of this
plan are subject to council approval and funding availability.

6.1

Estimated Capital Costs

The following provides order-of-magnitude costs associated with the redevelopment plan. The orderof-magnitude costs provide a current dollar value to implement each of the redevelopment plan
recommendations for each phase. A contingency is factored into the total cost of each phase. A further
detailed order-of-magnitude cost estimate is located in Appendix E.

Operating cost implications are unknown at this time but will be presented in concert with specific projects/
phases.

Total Capital Cost By Phase
Phase
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
Future

Description
Phase 1
Phase 1 optional Items
Phase 2
Phase 2 optional Items
Phase 3
Phase 3 optional Items
Phase 4
Phase 4 optional Items
Future Park Elements

Total
$810,000
$142,200
$2,498,400
$180,000
$952,200
$407,400
$1,634,700
$32,800
$184,000

Project Without Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency

$6,079,300
$1,823,790

Project Without Optional Items Total

$7,903,090

Project With Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency

$6,841,700
$2,052,510

Project With Optional Items Total

$8,894,210

6.0 Implementation Plan

Estimated cost for the commemoration the Banff National Park Pavilion are not included in this cost
estimate. Costs for the commemoration project will be determined in future phases of work once design
parameters are further established.
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Phase 1
Item

Section 4
Rec. #

Description

Total

Phase 1

Management
Plan

1.00

Rec #7

Ball Diamond Lighting and Secondary Power Access

$240,000

Implementation
Plan

1.01

Rec #6

Ball Diamond Irrigation and Regrading

$240,000

1.02

Rec #8

Ball Diamond Fencing Improvements

$25,000

1.03

Rec #10/11

1.04

Rec #35

Conclusion

Appendices

Rugby/Soccer Field Improvements, Irrigation and Regrading

Seasonal South Parking Lot Expansion

$230,000

$75,000
Phase 1 Subtotal

$810,000

Phase 1 - Optional Items
1.05
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Rec #1

Wildlife Fencing - Option 1 - Site Perimeter Fencing

$142,200

Phase 1 Options Subtotal

$142,200

Phase 1 Without Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency
Phase 1 Without Optional Items Total

$810,000
$243,000
$1,053,000

Phase 1 With Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency
Phase 1 With Optional Items Total

$952,200
$285,660
$1,237,860
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Phase 2
Item

Section 4
Rec. #

Description

Total

Phase 2
2.00

Rec. #36

Maintenance Yard and Storage Building Relocation

$50,000

2.01

Rec. #34

Sundance Road Parking Expansion (750sq.m)

$67,500

2.02

Rec. #2/13

Skateboard Park Relocation and Expansion* (3000sq.m area)

2.03

Rec. #2/22

North Playground Expansion with Picnic Area

$315,000

2.04

Rec. #20

Rugby Washroom Building

$160,000

2.05

Rec. #2/30

2.06

Rec. #33

2.07

Rec. #4

2.08

Rec. #4

2.09

Rec. #4

Rugby/soccer Field Picnic Area

$10,000

North Parking Lot Improvements
Trail Improvement: Granular trail from Sundance Road to new asphalt
trail (east side of rugby soccer field) (2m width)
Trail Improvement: Asphalt trail from east side of south parking lot to
skateboard park (3m width)

$15,000

Trail Improvement: Granular trail from relocated maintenance yard to
the granular area between the west and centre diamonds (2m width)
Phase 2 Subtotal

$19,350
$53,000
$8,550

6.0 Implementation Plan

$1,800,000

$2,498,400

Phase 2 - Optional Items
2.10

Rec. #1

Wildlife Fencing- Option 2 - Skateboard Park and North Play Area

$180,000

Phase 2 Options Subtotal
$180,000
*Skateboard park cost based on standards base design and conditions. Further geotechnical and design is required to con
Phase 2 Subtotal
$2,498,400
30% Contingency
$749,520
Phase 1 Total
$3,247,920
Phase 2 With Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency
Phase 2 With Optional Items Total

$2,678,400
$803,520
$3,481,920
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Phase 3
Item

Section 4
Rec. #

Description

Total

Phase 3
3.00

Rec. #9

Remove Ball Diamond

$35,000

3.01

Rec. #19

Multi-purpose Building (Requires a geotechnical review to confirm
foundation Requirments)

$850,000

3.02

Rec. #2/32

Multi-purpose building gathering plaza and adjacent group picnic area

$165,000

3.03

Rec. #19

3.04

Rec. #17

3.05

Rec. #2/14

Off-leash Dog Area

$43,500

3.06

Rec. # 31

east ball diamond picnic expansion

$64,000

3.07

Rec. #18

toboggan hill

$45,700

3.08

Rec. #4

Trail Improvement: Realign Birch Avenue granular trail from proposed
adventure play area to north parking lot (2m)

$77,000

Management
Plan

Implementation
Plan

Conclusion

Appendices

Sanitary Servicing Option 1 - Multi-purpose Building connection to pumpout vault sanitation system
Seasonal Skating Rink

Phase 3 Subtotal

$100,000
$120,000

$1,500,200

Phase 3 - Optional Items
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3.09

Rec. #1

Wildlife Fencing- Option 2 - Off-leash Dog Area

$22,400

3.10

Rec. 17

Optional Item - Rink lights

$70,000

3.11

Rec. #19

3.12

Rec. #32

Sanitary Servicing Option 2 - Premium to upgrade multi-purpose building
servicing to municipal sanitation lines instead of pump-out vault system

$300,000

Optional Item - Group fireplace/fire pit in multi-purpose building plaza
area
Phase 3 Options Subtotal

$407,400

Phase 3 Without Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency
Phase 3 Without Optional Items Total

$1,500,200
$450,060
$1,950,260

Phase 3 With Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency
Phase 3 With Optional Items Total

$1,907,600
$572,280
$2,479,880

$15,000
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Phase 4
Item

Section 4
Rec. #

Description

Total

Phase 4
Rec. #2/26/27 Group Picnic/Bow River Picnic

$75,500

3.01

Rec #2/23

South Playground Expansion

$800,000

3.02

Rec. #2/29

South Play/Washroom Gathering Plaza and adjacent picnic area

$120,100

3.03

Rec. #2/24/28 Adventure Play

3.04
3.05

Rec. #25
Rec. #16

3.06

Rec. #4

3.07

Rec. #4

3.08

Rec. #3/12

$500,000

Children Bike Skills Area and Bike Terrain Loop
Fitness Elements
Trail Improvement: Provide granular trail connection along the south
access road from the Birch Avenue trail to the trail connection west of
the group picnic area (2m Width)
Trail Improvement: Asphalt trail from south parking lot to washroom
building (3m Width)

$70,000
$22,500

Tennis Courts Fencing Repair and Landscape Screening Improvements

$20,000

Phase 3 Subtotal

$12,600
$14,000

$1,634,700

6.0 Implementation Plan

3.00

Phase 4- Optional Items
3.09

Rec #1

Wildlife Fencing- Option 2 - South Play Area, Adventure Play Area and
Bike Skills Park
Phase 3 Options Subtotal

$32,800

Phase 4 Without Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency
Phase 4 Without Optional Items Total

$1,634,700
$490,410
$2,125,110

Phase 4 With Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency
Phase 4 With Optional Items Total

$1,667,500
$500,250
$2,167,750

$32,800
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Phase Future
Future (Undetermined Phase)
3.00

Rec. #15

Canoe Landing
Trail Improvement: Asphalt trail from footbridge to east side of south
parking lot and from footbridge to Cave Avenue

3.01

Rec. #4

3.02

Rec. #21

future greenhouse and yard

3.03

Rec. #5

Wayfinding/Signage

$35,000
$64,000
$35,000

Phase 2 Subtotal

$50,000
$184,000

Future Phase Subtotal
30% Contingency
Future Phase Total

$184,000
$55,200
$239,200

March 2015
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6.0 Implementation Plan
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7. Conclusion
The Banff Recreation Grounds Redevelopment Plan defines an overall road map for the implementation of
improvements and the management of the park. It recognizes its uniqueness and its importance as one of
Banff premier sports and recreation destinations.

7.0 Conclusion

The Banff Recreation Grounds Redevelopment Plan has been designed as a balanced strategy for
understanding the park’s important location within the natural environment, while providing managed access
for the recreation and enjoyment of individuals, families and groups. The Redevelopment Plan has been
designed with careful consideration of the needs and desires of current users and the opportunities that
exist for meeting the needs of a growing population and changing demographic in Banff.
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Introduction
The Town of Banff has hired a consulting team led by ISL Engineering and Land Services to produce a
redevelopment plan for Banff’s Recreation Grounds. This plan will be based upon several elements of
research including site assessments and public and stakeholder consultation.
The findings from the consultation activities are presented below. Three consultation mechanisms
implemented at the upfront input stage included:
• An intercept survey of Recreation Grounds users;
• An online survey of the general public; and
• A discussion group with key Recreation Grounds stakeholders.

Intercept Survey
Intercept surveying took place on the Banff Recreation Grounds beginning in on Saturday August 2nd
running through to Monday August 25th. A training session was convened with Town staff who would be
undertaking the surveying. A firm schedule was not established rather fielding was undertaken with
consideration to various days and times as well as location within the Recreation Grounds. All intercept
surveying was completed through the use of laptop computers. In total 185 interviews were conducted.
Findings
Surveying took place throughout the Recreation Grounds. The following table illustrates the amenity at
which respondents were surveyed.
Location
Playground
Picnic sites / shelter
Ball diamonds
Skateboard park
Rugby / soccer pitch
Park / open space
Tennis courts
Community green house
Other
TOTAL

Number of Interviews
37
33
32
29
17
9
7
7
14
185

Percentage of Total
20%
18%
17%
16%
9%
5%
4%
4%
8%
100%
*Rounding impacts the total

Respondents were asked who they were with while visiting the Recreation Grounds. As illustrated in the
following graph, the Recreation Grounds provides opportunities for all.

2

Almost half (46%) of respondents drove to the Recreation Grounds. See below.

Respondents were asked to rate their level of satisfaction with the area in which they were surveyed.
Based on the number of respondents, satisfaction ratings are only presented for the five areas of the
Recreation Grounds with the most interviews completed. As illustrated below, the lowest satisfaction
was expressed by users of the rectangular field where 41% expressed some level of satisfaction. The
picnic site and playground users (who were surveyed) expressed the highest levels of satisfaction.

3

Next respondents were asked to identify the best aspects of the amenity where they were surveyed.
They then identified areas for improvement.
For skateboard park users the best aspects included:
• Mini ramp / ramp (18 responses).
• Half pipe (9).
Areas for improvement included:
• A permanent / concrete park is needed (20 responses).
• The surface is rough and needs smoothing / improvement (14).
For ball diamond users the best aspects included:
• It is a great social gathering space (10 responses).
• It is well maintained (5).
Areas for improvement included:
• Dug outs are needed, they can provide shade (17 responses).
• Maintenance of the diamonds needs to be improved (9).
For rectangular field users the best aspect cited was the condition of the grass (7 responses).
Areas for improvement included:
• A field house is needed with change rooms / showers (7 responses).
• The track surrounding the field needs to be removed (6).
• General maintenance of the field needs to be improved (6).
For playground users the best aspects included:
• The nearby picnic area (9 responses).
• The play structure (8).
4

•

Its location in the Recreation Grounds (6).

Areas for improvement included:
• The pea gravel needs to be replaced (8).
• More variety of equipment is needed to accommodate more ages (7).
• Additional shade areas are needed (6).
• More swings (6).
For picnic users the best aspects included:
• The great location in the Recreation Grounds (7 responses).
• It is a quiet and peaceful place (5).
Areas for improvement included a need for more shelters (7 responses).
All respondents were asked to identify the frequency of which they use the Recreation Grounds (any
aspects) throughout the year. As illustrated in the following graph, summer is when the greatest use
occurs. Winter sees the lowest level of use.

Respondents were also asked to indicate the components of the Recreation Grounds that they have
used in the previous year. As illustrated in the following graph, the most used component is the picnic
sits / shelters; approximately two-thirds (68%) of respondents had used the picnic area in the past year.
The green house and running track were used by the fewest number of respondents.

5

Generally respondents are satisfied overall with the Recreation Grounds with 95% being very (41%) or
somewhat (54%) satisfied.

6

Respondents were asked to identify the best aspects of the Recreation Grounds. Comments made by at
least ten respondents included the following.
• The site has a variety of components and is multi-purpose (25 mentions).
• The skateboard park and its ramp (20).
• The Recreation Grounds are in a convenient location in the community (20).
• There is a lot of space in the site (19).
• The Recreation Grounds are well maintained and clean (15).
• The ball diamonds are the best part of the site (15).
• The amenities are readily available and are generally free to use (15).
• The proximity of elements to other elements in the site is good. The layout is good (10).
• The shelters are great amenities (10).
• The BBQ and firepits are some of the best aspects (10).
• The Grounds are a great social place that allows the community to come together (10).
• This is a location that is great for the Banff community and is away from the tourists (10).
Next, respondents were asked to indicate what improvements would enhance their use and / or
enjoyment of the site. The five most mentioned comments included the following.
• The skateboard park needs to be enhanced and improved. Concrete would be good (18
mentions).
• Parking onsite needs to be enhanced (12).
• Remove the rocks and gravel from the playground (10).
• A club house / field house should be built on site with change rooms and storage. (9)
• A foot bridge from central park would enhance access to the Recreation Grounds (8).
Given a list, respondents were asked to indicate any new areas that they think should be included in the
Recreation Grounds. They were also able to mention and other items that were not on the list. As
illustrated below, sand volleyball courts were the most commonly identified addition – 58% wanted to
see this added to the Recreation Grounds.

7

Finally, respondents were asked to identify (from a list) any new support amenities that should be
included in the Recreation Grounds. Over three-quarters (79%) of respondents identified water bottle
fillers as something to add. See the following graph.

8

Finally respondents participating in the onsite survey were asked where they live. Two-thirds of
respondents (67%) are from Banff while 19% are from Calgary. Three percent are from the Bow Valley
while the remainder represent a broad variety of locations.

Online Survey
An online survey was available for members of the general public to provide their thoughts regarding
the Recreation Grounds. The survey was promoted by the onsite surveyors, by Town representatives at
the Wednesday Farmers’ Market, and through the Town’s website and social media mechanisms. The
online survey was available to collect responses from the beginning of August through to the first week
of September. In total 199 full and partial responses were gathered.
Findings
Of the respondents to the online survey 88% use the Banff Recreation Grounds while 10% do not. Two
percent were unsure. Of those respondents that do use the recreation grounds, summer is the most
common time. See the following graph.

9

Respondents who use the Recreation Grounds were then asked to describe their use in the previous
year of the different areas. As illustrated in the following graph, the park / open space area, the picnic
area, and the trails were the areas used by the greatest proportion of people. The greenhouse and the
running track were used by the smallest proportion of respondents.

10

Many aspects were identified by respondents as the best part of the Recreation Grounds. Those cited by
more than ten respondents included the following.
• The skateboard park is the best thing about the Recreation grounds. (33 mentions)
• The ball diamonds are the best part of the Recreation Grounds. (21)
• The Recreation Grounds offers a variety of uses for many different ages. (14)
• The convenient location in Banff is very good. (12)
• The amount of open space is great. (11)
Respondents provided an overall rating for the Recreation Grounds. As illustrated in the graph,
approximately three-quarters (76%) of respondents were satisfied with the Recreation Grounds.

11

Next, respondents commented on improvements that would enhance their use and enjoyment of the
Recreation Grounds. Comments made by at least ten people include the following.
• The skate park needs improvements. This could involve enlarging it and improving the
equipment. Ultimately a concrete skate board park would be the best solution. (48 responses)
• The bike park needs to be improved and possibly made bigger. (15)
• Winter activities are needed in the park. (12)
Online survey respondents were asked to identify new components or areas that they think should be
included in the Recreation Grounds. Over half (58%) identified a concrete skate park. See the
accompanying graph for other responses.

12

Next, respondents were asked to identify support amenities that should be included in the Recreation
Grounds. Water bottle fillers (67%) and water fountains (61%) were the most commonly identified
amenity.

13

Of those responding to the questionnaire, 86% live in Banff, 13% live in Canmore, while the remaining
live outside the area.

Stakeholder Discussion Group
A discussion group session was convened on August 26th with representatives of key user groups of the
Recreation Grounds. The Town of Banff extended invitations to user groups to attend and provide input
that would be used to develop a draft plan for the Recreation Grounds.
Session Participants
• Rick Bulich (Banff Tennis Club)
• Melissa Callaghan (Banff Tennis Club)
• Merrianne Blackwell (resident)
• Hans Holthuis (Banff/Canmore Speed Skating
Club)
• Magda Idasz (Banff Greenhouse & Gardening
Society)
• Bob Lutz (Greenhouse & Soccer)
•

•
•
•
•

Mark Hooper (Banff Bears Rugby Club)
Darrell Cranay (Banff Bears Rugby Club)
Ben McGinn (Bow Valley Soccer League)
Colin Lemecha (Banff Mixed Slo Pitch)

•

Martin Talbot (Banff Mixed Slo Pitch)

•

Joanne Geyer (Wildrose Women’s Slo Pitch /
parent of Skateboard Park user)
Jennifer Osinja (Wildrose Women’s Slo Pitch)

•

Jon Chew (Skateboard Park user)

Summary
How important is the site within the Town’s recreation amenities?
• Session participants uniformly expressed the importance of the site to Town residents.
14

•
•
•

The site is a place for residents (seasonal and permanent) to congregate and build relationships.
The Recreation Grounds have become a gathering place for service workers to socialize.
Recreation attractions and amenities draw people to Town.
The site is unique and has amenities that aren’t replicated elsewhere in Town.

How do you currently use the site? What elements do you use?
• In addition to the amenities related to their group’s core activities, session participants indicated
that they and/or their families often use other amenities on the site during their visit (e.g.
playground, day-use area, open space, picnic shelters).
• The Banff/Canmore Speed Skating Club indicated that they don’t currently use the site but
would like to.
Positive attributes of the current site and its configuration.
• Ball diamonds are all close to each other and located back from the roadway.
• Mix of “purposed” / structured components (e.g. Greenhouse, sports fields) and spontaneous
amenities (e.g. playground, open space).
• Ease of walking / bicycle access from the rest of Town.
• Washrooms
• Seclusion of Skateboard Park, diamonds, field, etc. from residential areas.
• Layout is good.
Challenges of the current configuration and amenities?
• Drainage of the sports field.
• Surface of Skateboard Park.
• Lack of washroom facility near ball diamonds.
• Track around sports field.
Poor and dangerous surface (black dirt).
• Irrigation of ball diamonds.
• Playground isn’t of interest to older children.
What improvements would you like to see at the Recreation Grounds?(Improvement to existing
amenities, new amenities that should be added/removed, changes to configuration)
• Addition of better track surface or removal to make field larger (regulation).
• Warming shelter / field house that could be used year-round for activities by multiple groups
(e.g. Rugby, Slo-Pitch, winter user groups).
• Ball diamonds could use some TLC and minor upgrades (e.g. repairs to backstops)
• A number of session participants indicated that the bike park is underutilized and could be repurposed to accommodate other in-demand activities/amenities.
• Parking is an issue and could be addressed by re-configuring parts of the site.
• Surface of the Skateboard Park is an issue, needs to be replaced/upgraded.
• Greenhouse space is in high demand, more greenhouses are needed to meet demand.
• Better trails linkages between components and amenities.
Addition of a perimeter trail.
What could be done to maximize the use of the Recreation Grounds by residents?
• Focus of the site should be on residents.
• Site could be used for more community events.
15

How can we ensure the site is used year round?
• A pedestrian bridge connecting the site to Central Park / downtown was often mentioned by
session participants as a way of encouraging use in all seasons.
• A concrete Skateboard Park would likely have appeal to snowboarders.
• Addition of a winter skating trails and cross country ski trails.
• There is some demand in Town for a quality boarded skating / shinny rink.
• Lighting was mentioned as having the potential to increase winter use, but would reduce natural
appeal of the site.
• Addition of new winter components such as an outdoor long track skating oval (around the
sports field).
• Concession could help encourage year-round usage.
How can we maximize the use of the site and accommodate the needs for wildlife movement and
corridors?
• Session participants indicated that wildlife “do their own thing” and are unlikely to be affected
by any new configuration or addition of amenities.
Describe the needs for parking and non-motorized accessibility.
• Town should encourage people to walk/bike and not drive.
• Site needs bicycle parking areas.
• A bridge connecting the site to Central Park would alleviate parking needs.

Consultation Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The Recreation Grounds are well used and valued by the community. It is considered a great
social, community space away from large groups of tourists.
The skateboard park is highly appreciated but is in need of improvements to the surface and the
elements. There are calls for the development of a concrete skateboard park.
In terms of the playground, some consideration should be given to ensuring the elements are
appropriate for a larger range of ages. As well there were many calls for removal of the pea
gravel.
The picnic area is well used and the setting is appreciated. Improvements to this area centered
around expanding the size of the area and offering additional picnic shelters.
The track gets minimal use and was singled out for removal by many. Improvements to the
drainage on the rectangular field was suggested.
There were general calls for the addition of water fountain and water bottle fillers on the site.
As well permanent washroom facilities around the diamonds were desired.
o A field house /club house was considered as a good addition to the site around the
diamonds and the field area. It could include change rooms and even showers.
Generally the diamonds were considered well maintained although some attention should be
given to the transition between the shale and grass (seamless). There is little shade or
protection in the area and the desire for dugouts was expressed.
The Recreation Grounds is not well used during the winter. This could be enhanced through the
addition of some elements (e.g. boarded rink, skating track, skating trails, lighting).
Programming focussed on bringing people to the Grounds in the winter would be a good idea.

16

•

Additional parking was called for by some people. Alternatively, the addition of a pedestrian
bridge from downtown was championed as well.

17
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Appendix B: Summary of Time Lapse Camera Data

Data from Trail Cam 1:
General Comments:
o NOTE: See following page for table showing basketball court use.
o During weekdays mornings, only a couple of tables are used periodically until around
10am
o During weekday afternoons, at least half of the tables are used from around 10am to 4
pm.
o During weekdays evenings, most of the tables are in use.
o During weekends, most of the tables are in use for the majority of the day. Mornings have
less use, whereas during the evenings (around 4pm to 8pm) almost all of the tables are in
use.
o As made apparent in the late evening and nightime images, there are many occasions
where fires are left in the barbeques to burn out without anyone supervising.

o Horse manure appears to only be collected in the morning. As a result, the trails have
the most manure at the same time the picnic areas are the busiest (late afternoons and
evenings).
o There is a combination of different types of play on the basketball courts. About one
half of the activity was small to moderate sized groups that play for approximately 30 to
60min. About one quarter of the activity was larger groups that play for approximately
30min to 60min. About one quarter of the activity were small families or children that
play for approximately 15-30min.

Appendix B

o Amount of use is fairly dependent on the weather; however, even on wet or drizzly days
the tables and basketball courts still seem some use.

o There appears to be several times when groups of people use picnic tables at the same
time as the basketball courts. However, this is difficult to confirm without detailed analysis.

Fig.16: Representative Image from Trail Camera 1
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Data from Trail Cam 2:
General Comments:
o Note: The camera slipped out of position during the time-lapse capture period. Though
the images still provide useful data, the data has not been summarized because of its
limited use in the project.

Fig.17: Representative Image from Trail Camera 2

Data from Trail Cam 3:
General Comments:
o NOTE: See following page for table showing centre and east ball diamond use.
o Note: The camera was situated in a manner where the west diamond was not in view.
o In general, the fields are only used during scheduled hours of team play. The diamonds
see very little informal use.
o Sundays are the busiest times for ball play because they use both diamonds for extended
periods of time.
o Elk sometimes graze and sleep in the fields. This is not a very frequent occurrence,
however. They are most often there in the nights rather than the day.
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Fig.18: Representative Image from Trail Camera 3
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Town of Banff

Recreation Grounds Redevelopment Plan
Compilation of All Concept Options Survey Responses
October 15, 2014

Introduction

The Town of Banff has hired a consulting team led by ISL Engineering and Land Services to produce a
redevelopment plan for Banff’s Recreation Grounds. This plan will be based upon several elements of
research including site assessments and public and stakeholder consultation.

Three concepts were developed based upon several consultation mechanisms implemented during the
summer. These three concepts were presented to the public at an open house in Banff. The open house
was hosted in the lounge of the Curling Club. Display panels were arranged throughout the room; two
formal presentations were conducted throughout the evening.

Attendees were able to share their feedback through the completion of a feedback form. The display
panels and the feedback form were both available on the Town’s website. Feedback was collected from
September 30th through to October 10th. The findings from the feedback are presented below.
Whether through hard copy or online mechanism, all findings have been compiled and presented in this
report.

In total there were 130 pieces of feedback: thirty were completed hard copies while one hundred were
completed online.

The following provides the responses to the survey questions:

1. For each of the following new components, please indicate how supportive you are of its inclusion
in the Recreation Grounds. (It may be helpful to review the presentation material for references of
each component.)

Strongly
Support

Somewhat Neutral
Support

Somewhat Strongly
Oppose
Oppose

Total
Responses

Sledding /
tobagganing hill

25
(19.4%)

27 (20.9%)

47 (36.4%)

12 (9.3%)

18
(14.0%)

129

Leisure skating
surface

54
(42.9%)

29 (23.0%)

28 (22.2%)

11 (8.7%)

4 (3.2%)

126

Ice hockey surface

42
(33.6%)

39 (31.2%)

27 (21.6%)

10 (8.0%)

7 (5.6%)

125

1

Ball hockey surface

31
(25.0%)

34 (27.4%)

42 (33.9%)

12 (9.7%)

5 (4.0%)

124

Speed skating oval

15
(11.8%)

34 (26.8%)

36 (28.3%)

20 (15.7%)

22
(17.3%)

127

Life-sized games
areas

22
(17.5%)

30 (23.8%)

40 (31.7%)

22 (17.5%)

12 (9.5%)

126

Horseshoe pits

10 (7.9%)

23 (18.1%)

53 (41.7%)

23 (18.1%)

18
(14.2%)

127

Group firepits

43
(33.9%)

41 (32.3%)

21 (16.5%)

12 (9.4%)

10 (7.9%)

127

Beach volleyball
courts

13
(10.1%)

26 (20.2%)

47 (36.4%)

24 (18.6%)

19
(14.7%)

129

Slack-lining

18
(14.4%)

18 (14.4%)

51 (40.8%)

18 (14.4%)

20
(16.0%)

125

Adventure / nature
playground

63
(49.6%)

37 (29.1%)

21 (16.5%)

4 (3.1%)

2 (1.6%)

127

Canoe landing area

48
(37.5%)

31 (24.2%)

30 (23.4%)

12 (9.4%)

7 (5.5%)

128

Field house with
change rooms,
washrooms
concession, storage,
multipurpose room

70
(55.1%)

29 (22.8%)

19 (15.0%)

5 (3.9%)

4 (3.1%)

127

Concession building

32
(25.2%)

30 (23.6%)

41 (32.3%)

10 (7.9%)

14
(11.0%)

127

Fitness elements

40
(31.5%)

37 (29.1%)

31 (24.4%)

12 (9.4%)

7 (5.5%)

127

Off-leash dog area

52
(40.6%)

24 (18.8%)

22 (17.2%)

8 (6.2%)

22
(17.2%)

128

Permanent
skateboard park

79
(61.7%)

20 (15.6%)

18 (14.1%)

4 (3.1%)

7 (5.5%)

128

2. For each of the following existing components, please indicate how supportive you are of its
inclusion in the Recreation Grounds. (It may be helpful to review the presentation material for
references of each component.)

Picnic sites &

Strongly
Support

Somewhat
Support

Neutral

Somewhat
Oppose

Strongly
Oppose

Total
Responses

83

31 (24.2%)

8 (6.2%)

3 (2.3%)

3 (2.3%)

128

2

BBQs (multiple)

(64.8%)

Picnic shelters (3)

76
(59.8%)

34 (26.8%)

14 (11.0%)

1 (0.8%)

2 (1.6%)

127

Tennis courts (2)

52
(41.3%)

37 (29.4%)

33 (26.2%)

3 (2.4%)

1 (0.8%)

126

Three (3) ball
diamonds

29
(23.2%)

16 (12.8%)

22 (17.6%)

27 (21.6%)

31
(24.8%)

125

Two (2) ball
diamonds

48
(39.3%)

39 (32.0%)

15 (12.3%)

6 (4.9%)

14
(11.5%)

122

Running track

27
(21.3%)

25 (19.7%)

38 (29.9%)

23 (18.1%)

14
(11.0%)

127

Bike skills park (1)

49
(38.3%)

27 (21.1%)

33 (25.8%)

10 (7.8%)

9 (7.0%)

128

Traditional
playgrounds (2)

47
(37.6%)

36 (28.8%)

28 (22.4%)

7 (5.6%)

7 (5.6%)

125

Rugby / soccer
pitch (1)

86
(67.7%)

27 (21.3%)

13 (10.2%)

1 (0.8%)

0 (0.0%)

127

Community
greenhouse (1)

78
(60.9%)

27 (21.1%)

16 (12.5%)

5 (3.9%)

2 (1.6%)

128

3. Use the space provided to identify any other components that you would like to see added to the
site.
The 66 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

4. There is the potential to expand / enhance some of the existing components in the Recreation
Grounds. For each of the possible expansion / enhancement ideas presented below, please
indicate your level of support.

Strongly
Support

Somewhat Neutral
Support

Somewhat Strongly
Oppose
Oppose

Total
Responses

Additional picnic sites
and BBQs

41
(32.5%)

45 (35.7%)

24 (19.0%)

7 (5.6%)

9 (7.1%)

126

Additional group
picnic shelters

27
(21.8%)

36 (29.0%)

43 (34.7%)

10 (8.1%)

8 (6.5%)

124

Additional
community
greenhouse

50
(39.7%)

31 (24.6%)

24 (19.0%)

16 (12.7%)

5 (4.0%)

126

Additional future

17

21 (16.8%)

40 (32.0%)

28 (22.4%)

19

125

3

tennis court

(13.6%)

(15.2%)

Replacement of ball
diamond port-apotties with
permanent
washroom facilities

68
(54.8%)

33 (26.6%)

13 (10.5%)

2 (1.6%)

8 (6.5%)

124

Expanded and
upgraded
playgrounds

57
(45.2%)

39 (31.0%)

21 (16.7%)

4 (3.2%)

5 (4.0%)

126

Upgraded bike skills
park

45
(36.6%)

24 (19.5%)

31 (25.2%)

13 (10.6%)

10 (8.1%)

123

Expanded parking

20
(26.3%)

19 (25.0%)

22 (28.9%)

6 (7.9%)

9 (11.8%)

76

4a. Use the space provided to identify any other expansion / enhancements that you would like to see
at the site.
The 46 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

5. The three (3) concepts presented offer different combinations and sizes of components. Overall,
which of the concepts do you prefer? (Please refer to the presentation materials before indicating
your preferred concept.)

Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Concept 1

40.4%

46

Concept 2

23.7%

27

Concept 3

25.4%

29

Unsure

10.5%

12

Total Responses

114

5a. Please explain your response to the above question.
The 91 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

6. Where do you live?

Response

Chart

Banff
4

Percentage

Count

90.0%

108

Bow Valley (Canmore, Lake
Louise)

6.7%

8

Other, please specify...

3.3%

4

Total Responses

If Other, please specify...
#

Response

1. Golden
2. original Banffite, moved to Van Isle 2.5 years ago.
3. Calgary
4. red deer

5

120

Appendix
Written Responses to Question 3: Use the space provided to identify any other components that you
would like to see added to the site.
#
Response
1.

Large off leash dog park!!!!!Dog owners are the ONLY people FORCED to pay a extra tax for
our pets so include us in all three plans!!!!!

2.

all 3 concepts look wonderful. I don't believe we need 3 ball diamonds. The natural play
areas and more picnic areas is great. It looks awesome.

3.

central washroomspedestrian bridge connecting to gazebo area on the other side of river

4.

Would love to see some sort of clubhouse put in place for the many sports teams that are
active and currently have to change in the bathrooms or at home. Showers in the clubhouse
would also be beneficial.

5.

A running path around town would be great, however the current track ( aka "The Black
Death) is a significant eye sore and unsafe to use. The condition of the track contributes to a
higher risk of injury.

6.

Permanent ice rink/ball hockey rink and off leash dog park

7.

We have enough picnic sites, parking stalls and sightseeing activities for tourists. Lets take
care of our locals who want to spend time together as a community. Playing softball,
supporting the Rugby club, letting their kids skateboard and play in the fresh air. We have a
dog park, we have numerous places to ice skate in town, we don't need another tourist
attraction, we need to find a sense of community, a place where the locals can spend time. I
hope that The Town of Banff sees the value in what we have at the Recreation Grounds.

8.

Concrete skatepark

9.

access via pedestrian bridge from Central Park and wildlife fencing around at the very least
the children's playgrounds.

10. I really like the idea of an off lease dog park centrally located. I love concept I. It seems to
incorporate the most favourable elements. Is there any chance of having a rubberized
surface in the playgrounds? So much nicer than the gravel.
11. Licensed bar/spectator area
12. Would like to see a continuous winding trail through the site that would allow little kids to
ride their bikes on and then use this trail for a leisure skating trail in the winter. Would like
to see either safety netting or screen planting between centre ball dimaond and
rugby/soccer pitch to prevent balls from hitting those using pitch. It's unfair to make rugby
soccer players sit beside the mosquito infested drainage ditch on the soith side of the pitch.
Add aeration to storm water pond to reduce mosquito breeding ground.
13. If the outdoor oval is built - then two hockey ice surfaces could be installed each winter one or both could be Olympic size. We call it an outdoor oval rather than a speed skating
oval based upon the Halifax example where 130,000 users per winter is the norm.There are
6

simple strategies to accelerate the rate of ice melting to gain access to the rugby field in a
normal time frame.
14. All year hockey a great idea.
15. Kids water play area.
16. sheltered space for yoga, that wont be run down by transients like they did the gazebo this
year
17. Bridge to central park!!!!
18. A hard surface and quite place for outdoor yoga.
19. place for outdoor yoga classes
20. Dug outs at the ball diamonds
21. water parkcanoe dockmore picnic areaswinter use - ice rink, skate trailpermanent skate
park
22. splash pad
23. I do not believe that additional picnic/bbq sites are required for the rec grounds as there
are many other areas in which to have a picnic. out of town picnickers/bbq users are
usually bringing their own supplies, and not using our grocery stores, restaurants, retail,
etc...as well as clogging up our streets/bridge which is already maxed out...especially in
summer/long weekends. Therefore they should be using other areas in BNP for their
picnics, not in town.
24. Water fill up station
25. outdoor fitness centre with chin up bars
26. Waterpark features
27. An additional foot bridge from the Recreation grounds to Central Park would be nice. It
doesn't have to support emergency vehicles or anything like that. It would allow more
people to walk between downtown and the rec grounds quickly and somewhat reduce the
amount of parking required.
28. Bridge connecting central park to rec grounds
29. A real outdoor hockey rink would be well used
30. I would love to see a dog park included in the rec grounds, even if it's a small one, just so it
would provide dog owners with an additional option in town.
31. Not sure why there are two options for ball diamonds. There are three diamonds not two.
32. Would like to see the fitness elements, additional tennis courts, definite footbridge, and
additional parking.
33. maybe bocce or lawn bowling,
34. Lights for the ball fields.
35. The bike park is in a terrible spot and was built poorly. The adventure playground sounds
7

great. If there is a way to combine running track/rugby pitch/skating/speed
skating/hockey surface in one package it would be amazing. The parking I think shouldn't
matter much, if people want to do recreational activities they can ride a bike/skate/walk.
That being said a pedestrian bridge would serve perfectly
36. I like the idea of better play areas for the kids.A place to go sledding is great.I also think
losing a ball diamond is a bad idea.I think a seasonal hockey rink is in order but not
nesseccary all year round.Having better facilities at the diamonds would allow us to host
more tournaments there for bringing even more people to our beautiful town and creating
revenue for all of our local businesses.I have lived here for over 7 years and playing ball on
sundays has given myself and my 5 year old son a sense of community in an otherwise very
transient, tourist town.
37. Field house that has proper change rooms and shower facilities
38. I support dicontinued horse traffic in our recreation area. I'm a huge horse fan but horses
beat up the trails and I don't feel this is the appropriate location to need to accommodate
horses.
39. Non traditional running route (with trail distance markers) would be preferred over a
traditional 400 m track & field style track
40. Important to fence all children's play areas. Adventure playground not nature playground.
Winter time lighting.
41. Love the idea of adventure parks for kids. Would like sledding hill, permanent skate park,
fitness elements, and kids water play. Footbridge addition. I think a field house would be
good. There is already a lot of opportunities for skating, not necessarily needed here as well.
Please fence the facility so swings/ropes etc. can remain in use year round. No beach
volleyball. How about a pump track for biking?
42. Adventure playground. Enhanced bike park. Cross country skiing trails. Lighting for skating
facilities.
43. My daughter is requesting monkey bars in the playground.
44. Black is wrong surface for running track. Skating oval can co-exist with all three options, not
an either/or proposition. The only conflict might be future tennis courts. Future courts need
to be adjacent to each other not separate to enhance tournaments. Sledding hill best done
near Banff Springs where hill very big and has lots of room.
45. Lights for speed skating, rugby, soccer, and baseball !!
46. Permanent ice hockey rink for people to enjoy and will keep hockey away from Leisure High
School rink.
47. Multi washroom facilities.
48. Additional parking (for use as winter general skating), and additional greenhouse.
49. I noted that none of the3 options includes a running track. A safe space for speed work is
important for many competitive athletes and amateurs. By safe, I mean a proper soft
surface and a space where there is freedom to run without being endangered by nor
endangering pedestrians, bikers, etc.
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50. Please include a running track to the new project concepts! A soft surface running track
would be very helpful to runners in town - a safe place for speed training - thank you.
51. Strongly support including parks ******. Education/Interpretive signage. Increased parking
and day visitor needs to be top priority. Roadway made to loop in and out of Cave Ave. No
Dead ends or cul de sacs
52. Bigger playgrounds with water park elements i.e. a fountain that kids can play around
summer time.
53. Outdoor Fitness Area
54. outdoor lights if we go down to 2 diamonds
55. outdoor lights
56. outdoor lights
57. Fence around the grounds to keep elk/bears... wildlife out.
58. Please ensure the site, pathways etc. are wheelchair-handicap accessible. Nice to see
handicap picnic tables, please make sure getting to them and moving around the site from
activity to activity as indeed accessible. Thank-you. including a water station is a great
idea, along with the additional washroom and field house. Thank-you for that too.
59. power, water, There is an existing trail system, it could be marked better
60. Water stations for drinking water.
61. Proper Parking for the rugby/Soccer field. As well as a score board, universal to both sports.
A clubhouse would also be beneficial to all sports, as there would be proper change rooms
and showers.
62. Frisbee golf
63. Even if the dog park could only be in the winter that would be great!
64. Water features - some of our family wants a water play park, some don't. Tire swing and
flying foxes.Limited areas to make food - shouldn't be used by commercial caterers or large
food events.
65. Keep 3 ball diamonds!! Summer in Banff is the best, and playing ball every week is the best
time!! Will be harder to organize times and games when there is only 2 diamonds!!!!
66. Covered tennis courts

Written Responses to Question 4a: Use the space provided to identify any other expansion /
enhancements that you would like to see at the site.
#
Response
1.

The plans I saw at the community engagement session last night only included one
additional greenhouse. I really feel that we should increasing the greenhouse footprint by at
least a factor of 10. In all 3 concepts, there is a proposed additional parking lot. Why aren't
we looking at "building up" as well as building out? I would love to see this lot become
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covered and a have a large sized built above it that is able to support more of the
community. I understand this is a costly exercise and may not be available in the initial
stages, but laying the correct foundations in the lot would allow for this to become a reality
at a point in the future
2.

OFF LEASH DOG PARK!!!!!

3.

lots of play areas that are natural .

4.

Rugby pitches upgraded, removal of the dreaded "Black Death" track, addition of a proper
outdoor hockey rink for seasonal use.

5.

Beach

6.

year round recreational skating rink would be amazing

7.

Licensed bar/spectator area

8.

Would like an equipment drop off zone in the picnic areas to allow for coolers and picnic
equipment, lawn chairs and stuff to be dropped off. Would like multi-language signs
explaining about litter prevention and protecion of wildlife. Would like big site map
showing waht's all down there.

9.

The outdoor oval could be augmented with a simple ice skating route. This is highly popular
in other regions - whistler as an example.

10. Bike racks.
11. the track could use some enhancements, as to not be painful to run on
12. place for outdoor yoga classes
13. Get rid of the track and make the rugby/soccer pitch regulation size. Move the skateboard
park back to the fendlands where it came from because that was only to be temporary
during construction. Also my last group of multiple answers didn't have a question to go
with it.
14. The Fairmont Banff Springs has 5 tennis courts that are currently under-utilized. Perhaps
there is a way to encourage more use of those courts instead of having to build more at the
rec grounds.
15. slack line area
16. Pedestrian bridge connection from Central Park to the Recreation Grounds
17. A permanent skate park.
18. Upgraded skateboard skills park
19. I like the idea of canoe docks/landings.
20. Just the bike park and skate park.
21. Move the skate park back to the fenlands where it came from
22. If upgrades are to be made at the bike skills pak, the use should be for entry level riders,
currently the course looks to be quite challenging and was not designed for all user levels in
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mind.
23. Adventure play, not traditional. The existing BBQ, benches etc. are good. I'm not sure we
need a lot more. Maybe an Cross country skiing loop. The fitness elements are a great idea
but is 5 elements enough? If you are going to do this maybe more than 5 things should be
used - not a half hearted effort.
24. Field house, covered dugouts, wildlife fencing around area.
25. Don't think sledding hill is necessary.
26. Skating oval should have two hockey rinks inside. Makes maintenance access easy and
efficient and it allows 3 ball diamonds to remain. Ice can be melted quickly with black
granular fertilizer available at the end of season (same effect as black track of death). Two
interior rinks could have boards or snow banks. More efficient use of space frees up space
for winter/summer field house.
27. Please, please, please, consult the skateboard community when designing the park. Too
many good intentions end on poorly designed and ultimately unused skateboard parks.
28. I would like to see a separate trail for horses, no the Cave & Basin path.
29. Lights at ball diamonds would be useful for any of the applications.
30. Group picnic shelters are important for locals and tourists. The second pedestrian bridge is
essential! Glad it is shown on plans. Nature / Adventure playgrounds and children's bike
skills parks are a great idea for young families, whether visitors or locals.
31. group picnic shelters are very important because of mountain weather :) I think the
nature/adventure playgrounds are much more interesting than the traditional ones.
32. Bike park is under utilized as are all baseball field in winter. Skating
(hockey/Speed/Leisure) should used these spots i.e. Quebec Park put hockey inside of the
fences on the tennis court in winter. Any development that is inhibited with wind needs to
be well located to address this (i.e. hockey rink behind clubhouse.
33. I'd like to see NO horse manure around the Rec Grounds. The smell & appearance decrease
my overall experience at the Rec Grounds. Also, I'm strongly against off-leash dog-area.
There was a dog park in Jasper & the area was stinky especially in the spring because dog
owners don't pick up after their dogs.
34. KIDS bike area with progressive skill area
35. Off-leash dog park please!
36. Upgraded Skate Park
37. Space so Special events can start and finish here rather than down town.
38. I think most banff residents walk or bike to the rec grounds, so more bike racks or shelters.
If expanding parking it seems most logical to expand it on the road to the stables. Birch ave
is already congested enough with lost tourists.
39. Recycling bins and garbage, this will help to keep the site green.
40. A track. One that support semi trucks as used for special events. There is no other outdoor
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track in Banff.A pedestrian bridge to link to Central Park
41. Extend wildlife fencing around the entire area.
42. Proper care of the field. No longer use wood chips, proper maintance like the Fenlands ice
rink receives. If this means charging for field use so be it.
43. Skate park is really what i would like to see expend as well as the playground
44. Feel very strongly about a permanent skateboard park and bike skills park. Love the idea of
a natural playground. don't feel a skating oval will reach enough of the population,
especially outdoors.
45. Permanent toilets at the ball diamonds would be 100% better for players and the rest of the
community that comes to support local sports!!
46. Covered tennis courts

Written Responses to Question 5a: Please explain your response to the above question.
#
Response
1.

In concept one there is a mixture of everything without favoring one group of people over
the other. I.E concept three includes far more child benefits than anything else. Why include
a child's bike course, but not one that young adults may use? The splash pad area while a
fun idea would again only benefit those young enough to use it and same with the larger
playgrounds. Concept one really is the best choice, because you can have the larger
playgrounds, but also areas for young adults and adults.

2.

The only plan with a off leash dog park

3.

they all look great, its a hard choice .

4.

Field house is in good neutral location for both Baseball & Rugby, additional rink,
permanent skate park, better parking, and additional use of rugby field in winter (hope this
doesnt impact grass?).

5.

I like the expanded play area for children of various ages

6.

Concept 1 reason, The ice rinks/ball hockey rinks/speed skating oval, change rooms

7.

Concept 2 is the better choice out of all three but still not quite good.The idea of having a
field house is great, but what's the point if it's going to be on the other side of the baseball
diamonds and no where close to the field?Some good features are the fact that it will make
better use of the open space and provide more recreational use and also make a full size
field.Concept 1 and 3 need remodeling as I find there is no real reason to have a speed
skating oval around the field and 3 has a tennis court beside the fields... not exactly great
placement for a huge fenced off area around a rugby/soccer pitch.

8.

I like the canoe landing. I also like additional ice surfaces for winter sports. I like the idea of
bike skills park. I believe 2 baseball diamonds are enough. If it would be a way to
incorporate sledding hill into Concept 1 it would be a great result and upgrade.Thank you

9.

Concept 3: no more "Black Death" track, addition of hockey rink, expanded and upgraded
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play areas for kids, better parking, upgraded rugby pitch, keeping the skatepark in a safe
location (when it was by the arena users would frequently climb on parked trains or crawl
around under them).
10. Ice rink, dog park and skating trail will bring my 0% winter visits up to numerous visits per
week. This is an all-season friendly option.
11. Speed skating oval and running track are much needed.
12. I believe that the softball diamonds are well used and provide a sense of community for our
town. I have lived in Banff for 12 years and play both mixed league and ladies softball. For
many people, Banff is a quick stop in life, providing a summer of fun, a winter of skiing and
then they move on, never having experienced the true community of Banff. I was more
fortunate to delve into the heart of Banff and one of the ways I did this was by joining the
softball league. It gave me an opportunity to begin to meet the true locals, to get to know the
real Banff. These people have, over the years offered me friendships, employment
opportunities and I've watched their children grow into young adults. These are the people
you see in the grocery store, the people who wave from across the street. They are my
community. I hope that the Town of Banff has the foresight to see the value that our quiet
green space provides rather than replacing our diamonds with tourist attractions. I support
the plan with 3 softball diamonds, a rugby field, a skate park, a community greenhouse. Lets
not reinvent the wheel.
13. Has most to offer
14. I like bits of each plan. The addition of winter uses, two diamonds only, year round skating,
two playgrounds (both need wildlife fences) & permanent washrooms. the only thing
missing was how do events load in with heavy equipment for events such as Melissa's?
Currently the running track is being used.
15. Most favourable components included. I love the off leash park. Love the idea of two
greenhouses. Love the inclusion of a ball hockey rink and keeping the bike skills park. Love
expanding both playground areas. Strongly support a seasonal speed skating oval!
16. Best layout and seems to include most of the components
17. The flow of the site works better for year round usage. I would prefer to see a field house in
this option with the pitch move eastward to allow the fieldhouse to go in on the west side.
18. The Outdoor oval is in this model
19. It seems to take in a diverse group of peoples needs.
20. Hockey a great idea. Park behind the ball diamond is unsafe. Fly balls always fly over the
fence into the park area that is there right now.
21. I like how Concept 3 makes the wooded part near the bike course and river a contiguous
element and creates are more "park" feel as you approach the diamonds from town. I think
the balance is better with the diamonds acting as a bookend rather than the center of the
recreation area. I also like that it expands parking without going overboard, giving Coop 2 a
bit of space, and keeping the greenhouse. I like the idea of a water play area and of a nature
playground, but mostly I like the additional picnic areas. It's all very well layed out.
22. New picnic areas and the off leash dog park would be great additions to the area.
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23. Although I think this one has the best elements, I also REALLY like the ice rink and skating
elements of the other concepts, as well as the beach volleyball courts. If they could go in
somewhere...this would be perfect. Skating around soccer pitch?
24. The baseball teams/leagues financially support the town of Banff for the upkeep of the
grounds.(was approx $1000.00 per team back in the day...not sure what the fees are now)
The outdoor rinks are very costly to keep going on a daily basis....flooding the ice surfaces,
hiring more workers for upkeep, etc. How will we financially support these other areas?
User pay? or will our taxes once again go up?
25. I like the location of the field house with change rooms and concessions close to the
rugby/soccer pitch. It will get the most use from the clubs that use the pitch.
26. we already have a dog park, a 2nd one is not needed and a misuse of the limited recreation
space in Banff. Not to mention the area directly adjacent is an important elk rutting area.
27. the wildlife fencing is great, and i am a rugby player and would love to have a normal field
to play on and love the skatepark
28. This concept includes all the features my family would frequently. Also, love the new added
water play area and Nature Play area, slacklining and tobogganing area.
29. Includes 3 balls diamonds. Concession/washroom building close to the centre of the ball
diamonds. Not a huge fan of the toboggan hill, perhaps replace with the volleyball courts.
The skating loop from option 1 is also a cool idea.
30. Greater nature playground area, would like to see a second greenhouse(year round).
31. I prefer a mix of the concepts. No to expanding northward across the creek at the basketball
court - it's only an invitation for the transients to camp illegally. No to a group firepit there's enough alcohol consumed illegally at the rec grounds. You can't be serious about
constructing a fake toboganning hill - it will look pretty tacky. No to the fitness facilities on
the trail to the Cave and Basin. Yes to more garbage cans and improved parking. For 50+
years I've observed the winter temperatures and winds blow through the rec grounds - a
skating rink and/or oval is not a good idea.
32. I like the variety of amenities offered in Concept 1, however, I prefer the layout of Concept 3.
I think removing the east ball diamond will create a more enclosed play area in the
Recreation Grounds, while keeping the ball diamond area together.
33. I would like to see the costs of these concepts. I don't want my tax dollars increasing
significantly as I find them already expensive. I love having three ball diamonds, however if
it were to become only two would there be any thought about providing lights so that
games can be played later into the evening during summer months? I don't believe we need
a sled hill. I also am not sure of group firepits I think that would be asking for trouble with
people staying down there until all hours. I do think there needs to be a pedestrian bridge
from central park.
34. 2 ball diamonds is preferable, a nature playground, bike park, skating rink for hockey
purposes and field house, no outdoor fitness equipment
35. there should be three ball diamonds.
36. Additional tennis courts, NO dog park, but it needs fitness elements instead of the slackline.
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37. option #1 offers the most of everything I would like to see. More than two ball diamonds is
a waste of space. wildlife fencing in option two is the most encompassing and best. Off leash
dog area is great for location for middle springs homes and downtown residence, with a
new ped bridge, unlike the current off leash area. The skating aspects offer great use of
space for both winter and summer seasons with dual use for areas and would offer amazing
views of area mountains.
38. There are certain elements that could be included without losing a baseball diamond (i.e.
canoe docks, adventure park, toboggan hill, etc.) Combining option 2 with elements of 1 and
3 is most definitely an option. There needs to be a combination of all concepts.
39. I like it because it seemed to have everything. Bike park could have a complete different
location than the rec grounds. Need a bridge from Central Park of course
40. Concept 2 is the only one that doesn't touch our 3 baseball diamonds, which we absolutely
need to run our league the way its been run for a very long time. But its seems that with
concept 2, a whole lot of space to the right of the rugby field is being waste.(being use only
to add a sledding hill) I feel that this space would be best use to add a seasonal or
permanent skating rink. You can still keep the sledding hill by inverting the orientation of
the sledding. The hill could be build from the end of the sulphur baseball diamond and the
slidding would go south/east(on the map).But removing a diamond to have more Pic-nic
area(there is a lot of these already), Off-leash dog park(would be nice to dog owners but not
at the expense of losing a diamond) and an expanded playground(when the existing play
ground in that area is adequate and is barely used) is NOT an option. This would
significantly reduce the size of our league and make it impractical to even have a league.(We
play 12 games every sunday and it would have to be cut to 8 games) The Banff slow pitch
mixed league has the single biggest recreational competitors gathering in all of Banff during
the summer and this is every sundays. It would really be a shame to remove one of those
diamonds. We feel VERY STRONLGY about this. So please whatever decision is made, do
not allow any removing of diamonds.
41. I hate the idea of only 2 ball diamonds but love the idea of more play area for the little
ones.My ideal concept would be all the extra stuff for the kids and 3 ball diamonds.
42. I do like the idea of keeping all 3 ball diamonds from concept 2, but the placement of the
field house with change rooms, showers and concession close to the rugby/soccer pitch in
concept 1 just makes the most sense.
43. I like the skateboard park/2 ball diamonds/outdoor rink.I dislike all of the additional picnic
areas-too much maintenance/money.
44. Makes good use of space, speads multiple activities through out the park, increases both
summer and winter use, adds currently lacking washroom facilities for users.
46. Hockey rink would be nice.Fitness area not needed. Too seasonal.
47. It includes upgraded bike skills park and reduces the number of ball diamonds. A skate park
is a must. Pump track for BMX and bikes of all types.
48. You have so many great ideas -I'm really excited about the development. I have two children
and feel concept 3 meets most of our needs especially the large adventure/play areas. I
would love to see a bike pump track included- shame to lose the bike park. I don't think
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extra tennis courts are needed.
50.

Large playground area. Expanded picnic. Two ball diamonds make room for parking and
more picnic area. Would prefer skating to soccer/rugby. No need for beach volleyball.

51. Move field house to make central location with rugby/soccer field.
52. 3 Ball diamonds, field house, permanent skate park, more parking, new playground, upsized
rugby field
53. 3 ball fields are necessary as we used to have 2.
54. Placement of field house in concept makes best sense. Close to rugby/soccer fields while
still close to diamonds. Would prefer keeping 3rd ball diamond in favor of dog park/
relocated gardens.
55. Good combination of activities for children.
56. No concept chosen - blend of options needed. Wildlife fencing great safety for all season
users. Lighting needed for skating oval. Low lumine LED can be nonintrusive for neighbors.
Leisure skating best done on larger oval rather than small hockey rink. Hockey players and
pucks intimidate children, seniors and other perhaps nervous skaters. Also, leisure skaters
like the larger stretches of uninterrupted skating that ovals provide (See Halifax
administration staff report to Council about Canada Winter Games Oval (Emera Oval). Ice
resurfacer access important consideration in any rink. Separated sinks make maintenance
harder. Oval would really benefit from footbridge over Bow. Halifax shows oval is best when
walkable near transit.
57. The general layout of this plan is great.
58. Three diamonds is essential in town with a limited area for locals. Creates incredible sense
of community that effects over 400 people.
59. Based on skateboard design.
60. Moving field house central for rugby, baseball, etc. to all use.
61. I feel like this concept best utilizes the space. More picnic benches is awesome.
62. As a user of the ball diamonds, I would prefer to keep all thee. If one must go I think the
eastern field should be the one.
63. We are soccer field users and we need to have regulations size field and goal nets. I guess
concept 1, 3, or 3 are ok with us. We should have athletic field for kids.
64. Sports field # 2Winter activities # 3Rec Elements # 1Amenity Buildings # 2Parking #
3Playgrounds and play area # 1Picnic areas # 1
65. I think the layout with the field house for rugby/soccer as well as baseball and hockey is
excellent along with the dog park and picnic area makes a fantastic spot.
66. Seems the most balanced to all age groups locals and tourists. I can see ball teams getting
upset but maybe time to relook at league maybe over 2 days but also lights on diamonds,
and soccer will increase usage, rental opportunities and safety.
68. # 1 has all the amenities I'm interested in, but concept # 3 has a better sense of flow.
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69. But modified.Permanent rink with boards preferred, but not a deal breaker (anywhere to go
shoot the puck and not dig through snow to find it would be fantastic). This is the only
amenity that I would personally use on a regular basis. I love the nature playground
concept, so cool (I don't have kids, but would have loved it when I was younger... might even
enjoy it now!!). Expanding it to include the bike park is great, whether or not the park can
be kept. I don't know if it's busy. If not, playground is way better. Water play is 60/40... if
kids dig it, great. Tennis courts - I don't know how well used these are either. Converting
them to ice in the winter could also be great for skating, despite the fencing (maybe not the
best visitor experience, unless you could expand the court to fit full boards, then it wouldn't
matter).Expanded picnic from Option 1 in place of the workout area in 3.Off leash area
would be awesome (I'm not a dog owner). There are so many dog owners here, and they're
just fun to watch for anyone passing by. Would save a lot of car traffic going to the
compound I think, be nice to get an off-leash on both sides of the river given the population
distribution. It would also bring a lot of people to the area year round, which could help
with keeping the area vibrant. Also may help reduce potential wildlife chasing (those that
ignore the leash requirement on trails would have somewhere to take them legally).I've
voted against spending the cash for a concession/field house, but don't really know what
I'm talking about. If it would be revenue neutral or look to make the Town some money, I'd
be for it. Otherwise folks can bring their own coolers (fire pits are provided for cooking).
Permanent washrooms would be good on the far end, but, again, they're already there.
Rather get the more useful infrastructure in place first. A small simple building to be used
as concession would be fine, but would rather see a portable trailer using a couple parking
stalls for the few weekends a year I see it being needed. We can shower at home or jump in
the river if needed. Seems everyone but me skateboards. Very necessary to have a
permanent, and hopefully pretty awesome, park. I'd even put the skateboard park in front
of a hockey rink as far as priority (dollars-wise), IF it is going to be used. Critical to get that
community's input, especially given how many of them are from other cities - can learn
from what worked and what didn't in other places. Done right, I think it becomes 3nd most
popular summer area (picnic fire pits being the 2nd most popular in the summer from my
estimation, dog park the 1st). Done wrong, and it sits empty while some of our residents
use it to further lambaste administration and town Council.
70. Concept 1 but with added Fitness Elements, Community firepit, slackline and sled hill and
adventure play & Children bike terrain park. Perhaps trade-off parking for these? Concept 3
is okay but loses critical field house and speed skating oval. Not Concept 2 as it trades off
too many good elements in order to have 3rd ball diamond. Ball ends up taking over too
much of the overall space.
71. But with Fitness Elements, Community Event Firepit, slackline, sledding hill. What I like
about Concept 1 is that it removed west ball diamond which provides more light for the new
greenhouse location and more space for other activities.
72. Baseball fields are a white elephant in winter. Clubhouse needs to be right beside ice
(walkable on skates). Traffic flow needs to be continuous to all areas from all sides.
73. I don't like any of the concepts provided.
74. 2 ball diamonds/ ball users could put more games in one and field house location along
sundance road. Better use of public space for non-sporting activities.
75. use baseball diamonds all summer long. No diamonds no reason use rec grounds.
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76. Really like to see all three baseball diamonds. They get used from may till september.
77. Would really like to see all 3 diamonds remain
78. Still includes the upgraded bike skills park.
79. Do not support a third ball park. A fenced off-leash dog park is a must on this side of town reduce traffic through town in addition.
80. Concept 1 includes a dog park, which is important to residents living on this side of the
bridge. Residents tend to let their dogs loose in the trees in this area between cave Ave and
middle springs an off-leash park would help to control this. There are other aspects of this
concept that work well, but this is the only one showing a dog park which is needed. Thankyou.
81. I want to see the 3 ball diamonds kept secure. I think one playground, expanded is all we
need, but more washroom facilities with water is needed.A track. Very important for any
track and field events to be ever held and also for special events.Water, power, access for
heavy vehiclesA pedestrian bridge is a must.There are compononts of each that are good,
and many that are over-kill. We don't need more playgrounds, but we do need 3 ball
diamonds. We don't need a concession stand, but we do need a field house for teams.
82. I like the increased variety of available activities.
83. It features the best layout and distribution of elements. Keeping it down to two ball
diamonds frees up a lot of useable space.
84. The idea of having seasonal rinks is brilliant. Because in concept 1 there is an expansion to
the rugby/soccer field however in the winter it can't be used so why not put an skating oval
as well as a leisure track to skate. The Dog park is great because people don't always have
the time and means to travel to the dog park in the compound as well as parents can come
down with the dog and allow both dog and child to drain their energy
85. I like that the skate park would have new pavement and the bike park 8+ seems big and fun
and the hockey ring i like it ! Id like some fitness play ground too if its not in there :)
86. It seems to make the best use of the space and takes everyone into consideration. It is just
not about the ball players who use the space for a few months a year 2 evenings a week.
87. Adds some cool features, keeps some essential features, seems like a good balance.Do not
agree with a toboggan/sledding hill - we are surrounded by hills and mountains!Do not feel
that a full change room / club house concept is warranted, but do like the idea of a
concession near the ball diamonds.
88. Great to see a large nature playground
89. Placement of the ball diamonds for option 3, and for option 2 I like the new pavement. If
they could develop option 3 with the new asphalt parking lots it would be a lot better.
90. less ball, new grounds closer to the rest of park uses
91. I feel with this concept we get the widest array options, which I think is what Banff needs.
More choices for outdoor recreation.
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Town of Banff

Recreation Grounds Redevelopment Plan
Compilation of All Final Open House Feedback Responses
December 9, 2014

Compilation of All Open House Feedback
Banff Recreation Grounds - Dec 9
(Completion rate: 92.31%)

In general, to what degree do you support the draft Redevelopment Plan?
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Strongly support

68.0%

34

Somewhat support

28.0%

14

Neutral

4.0%

2

Somewhat oppose

0.0%

0

Strongly oppose

0.0%

0

Total Responses

50

Please provide some reasons for your level of support to the draft plan.
The 44 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

Using the space provided please identify any improvements or modifications to
the draft Redevelopment Plan you would like to see.
The 32 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

1

From the list below of improvements / enhancements included in the draft
Redevelopment Plan for the Recreation Grounds, please identify the 5 HIGHEST
priorities.
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Improvements to the ball diamonds (lighting,
irrigation)

19.6%

9

Improvements to the rugby / soccer field
(regulation sizing, irrigation)

28.3%

13

Seasonal outdoor hockey / leisure skating rink

45.7%

21

Permanent concrete skateboard park

52.2%

24

Fenced off-leash dog park

39.1%

18

Canoe landing area

21.7%

10

Fitness elements

21.7%

10

Sledding / tobogganing hill

8.7%

4

Multipurpose building (with washrooms, storage,
concession, multipurpose area

37.0%

17

Rugby / soccer field washrooms

17.4%

8

Community greenhouses

32.6%

15

Play areas (nature play, water play, adventure
play)

54.3%

25

Children's bike skills area and terrain loop

37.0%

17

Picnic area improvements / expansions

21.7%

10

Parking improvements / expansions

13.0%

6

Improvement and expansion of picnic areas

10.9%

5

Improvement and expansion of parking Areas

4.3%

2

Total Responses

46

2

From the list below of improvements / enhancements included in the draft
Redevelopment Plan for the Recreation Grounds, please identify the 5 LOWEST
priorities.
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Improvements to the ball diamonds (lighting,
irrigation)

29.5%

13

Improvements to the rugby / soccer field
(regulation sizing, irrigation)

22.7%

10

Seasonal outdoor hockey / leisure skating rink

22.7%

10

Permanent concrete skateboard park

11.4%

5

Fenced off-leash dog park

38.6%

17

Canoe landing area

47.7%

21

Fitness elements

50.0%

22

Sledding / tobogganing hill

50.0%

22

Multipurpose building (with washrooms, storage,
concession, multipurpose area

15.9%

7

Rugby / soccer field washrooms

25.0%

11

Community greenhouses

18.2%

8

Play areas (nature play, water play, adventure
play)

9.1%

4

Children's bike skills area and terrain loop

15.9%

7

Picnic area improvements / expansions

2.3%

1

Parking improvements / expansions

20.5%

9

Improvement and expansion of picnic areas

18.2%

8

Improvement and expansion of parking areas

31.8%

14

Total Responses

44

3

Appendix
Please provide some reasons for your level of support to the draft plan. |
#

Response

1.

djljd

2.

I fully support maximizing the use of space at the recreation grounds. I know some will be
upset by the removal of one of the ball diamonds, but I believe it's necessary to
accommodate more features that will be used by more people at different times of the year.
The baseball teams only use the diamonds two days out of the week in the summer and the
rest of the time it's empty. Let's use that space for something else.

3.

I am glad you are removing one of the 3 baseball diamonds. The diamonds are used for two
days a week (Women on Thur, Mixed on Sun) during the summer months and that's it! I
also like how baseball diamonds aren't being used a divider between the East and West
portions of the plan. I am happy to see picnic spaces being expanded, there is a great
cultural mix in the people that come to the rec grounds during the weekends in summer
months, and locals like to take advantage of it too, it's very much befitting a national park.

4.

It better utilizes our limited space and appears to reach the widest possible audience of
users.

5.

I like that we are getting up grades but I disagree with the amount of picnic space and the
loss of a ball diamond.

6.

I love the permanent skatepark plan sounds sick!

7.

allows a lot of different users to access it

8.

Good use of the area for multiple user groups. While baseball is very important in our
community this gives other users an opportunity to get space in the rec grounds.

9.

Updated approach.

10. Good use of space, overhaul long overdue
11. Thank-you for adding in a new off leash dog park!!!!!!
12. I like the off leash dog park; no horses; canoe landing and rink with boards
13. I love the adventure playgrounds areas, I think they will be a big hit with both local and
visitor populations. The additional skating rink and picnic areas are also very welcome.
14. More programming to meet a more diverse range of users. [B1]
15. [B2] The potential of the space and what our children can learn from outdoor play, during
both our seasons summer and winter. Not everyone likes to cross country ski or run.
16. [B3] I love the skate park and new playground. An ice rink would be great.
17. [B4] It's inline with what I voted for online. I like how the removed diamond is on the
"woodsy" side, allowing for contiguous picnic area. I really like the expanded picnic and the
permanent skate park.
4

18. [B5]
19. [B6]*New innovation*Well thought out*Dog park*Skate Park*Makes residents feel valued
20. [B7] Wide range of activities that offer a new experience for many users.
21. [B8] There is a good mix of activities for a broad range of users. There are trade-offs but
there are also gains.
22. [B9] Overall it is very good for all users.
23. [B10] Good development for the town
24. [B11] Losing a ball diamond will mean I will probably have to play 8am softball games on
Sunday...Booo.
25. [B12]*Love the lighting for the ball fields*Love the winter use*Bathrooms
great*Playgrounds definitely in need of upgrades as well as skateboard park
26. [B13] It is needed.
27. [B14] Open flat space (unobstructed) essential for winter oval - costs become much less once this is available
28. [B15] *Looks great*Washrooms!
29. [B16] Well thought out - addresses the needs of many different recreational users
30. [B17]*Well thought out*Fair*Incorporated feedback*Childrens play area is an AWESOME
IDEA
31. [B18]*Well balanced concept. Have taken many user groups into consideration*Natural
play area= area of opportunity for Banff to be unique*Somehow made space for many
desired activities.
32. [B19]
33. [B20] I think you have done a great job of balancing the needs / wants of the community.I
love the idea of adventure play and bike skills area. I also feel you made the 'right' move
going to 2 ball diamonds.I really hope the town don't try to put on lots of events at the new
facility p just let local residents enjoy it!!!I don't feel like a dog park fits in this area. Dog
owners don't keep their dogs on leash and many don't pick up poop. By putting a dog park
in this area I feel you are inviting potential problems with dog poop and unfriendly pets
running around.I hope that the kid's play areas contain many structures to play on and not
just 1 or 2 as is the case in all Banff playgrounds. It is so easy to put many structures within
a small space thus greatly increasing enjoyment.
34. [B21] Use the space for more people & good activity for kids.
35. [B22]The greenhouse is staying where it is. Gravel parking lot extension is better than
paving it.Good use is being made of the 3rd baseball diamond space.
36. Concerned about cost and loss of wildlife habitat. Would benefit from upgraded facilities
37. Allows for a recreational skating oval, one that the valley has needed for a long time.
38. we are pretty neutral because we do not use the recreation grounds at all but we do
5

understand that other residents do use these facilities.
39. Provides for a wide variety of activities, both summer and winter. A very multi use space
40. I strongly feel that the speed skating oval should be part of the plan for the winter months.
We have a strong local club for racing and recreation. Many other locals would love to
speed skate without the curves of short track. Being outdoors on safe ice adds an extra
element to our sport.
41. I don't see the need to add items that are currently not there - like a dog park.Items that are
there should stay - like ball diamondsI don't want to see my taxes increase over this project
42. it is good to keep om improving on what we already have
43. I especially like the addition of another off-leash dog park and an upgraded area for children
to play. Banff's rec grounds have needed a facelift for awhile now and I'm happy to see it
getting some attention
44. Would love to see an outdoor skating surface that can be utilized by banff canmore
speedskating club.

Using the space provided please identify any improvements or modifications to the
draft Redevelopment Plan you would like to see. |
#

Response

1.

ajdj the

2.

I don't believe the fitness elements will be widely used.

3.

I'm not concerned about horse poop being cleaned up immediately after use of trails, twice
a day would be fine. (and this from someone who is deathly allergic to horses)

4.

Ensuring the seasonal rink has boards. This is critical for use as a hockey surface for those
who cannot afford or do not have the opportunity for skill development at the Fenlands or
through another organized league. A place to practice shooting and passing the puck (even
one end of it being setup to shoot toward would be better than nothing).

5.

the small park next to the ball diamond is in a really bad location. I feel the area is un safe
due to foul balls and you can not see it from both diamonds. The location in the middle by
the skate park is a must have better place instead of putting picnic areas there that will not
be used.The seasonal ice rink why do we need to get rid of a diamond fir something that will
only be there in winter? Can it not be placed in the summer seasonal parking lot.I feel both
these areas are just a waste of space in their "off" seasons.The concessions should be closer
to the soccer/rugby field.

6.

Fitness stations would be cool, a few bars would be nice

7.

Make the footbridge a priority and include it in this plan as it will help to plan the parking
requirments or reduce them on the assumption that people will walk/cycle across the
bridgeAre you considering an aging population? I thought a horseshoe pit, bocche ball or
lawn bowling area, outdoor checker/chess board and/or tables with the game boards built
into them, might suit older visitors.What about frisbee golf? Queenstown, NZ has a frisbee
golf course through its park and arboretum.Frank Lloyd Wright building once stood in this
6

area, what if the washrooms and other buildings were designed in that style in memory of
his work?Plan to put a roof over the skating rink, similar to what lake Louise just did, then
that area can be used for volleybal, basketball etc in the summer.
8.

Looks good. Maybe a few less firepit areas.

9.

Need to draw line in continuing expansion into new land. Firmly prevent spill into
remaining natural land adjacent to grounds.

10. Maybe have part of the skateboard park-like the mini ramp-partially covered, similar to
some of the picnic areas
11. More clarity around the fieldhouse building.
12. *Fenced in play areas to keep animals out and kids in.*Shower / locker rooms for rugby /
soccer pitch field users that lock - can be rented by field users.
13. Greening around the expanded parking lot. By loop 2, low glare / leak lights so that people
in upper level of loop don't get blinded at night.
14. New nature park @ the ball diamonds can not be seen by both diamonds.
15. Like it
16. I'm not sold on the fitness equipment. I'm surprised to see the seasonal rink, we have so
many rinks in town already!
17. Multipurpose building needs to include changing rooms. Shower facilities if possible.
18. I know we have to share the space but if tourists take over the space locals will not go down
there because almost every local has to deal with tourists in the workforce. It will be a huge
lose to the community.
19. Around the field - long track ice surface.
20. *Water access in winter for field*Low power LED also key for winter use*Maintenance shed
with hot/warm water fitting zamboni / trailer with tank*Winterized MPB - can house skate
rental to offset winter costs, for small ice rink and oval.
21. Concerned about removal of 3rd ball diamond. How will effect the actual 2 leagues. I assume
very negatively.
22. Strongly support the canoe landing
23. Canoe landing isn't needed - revise to rock stairs like on Bow Ave Trail.
24. I have a serious concern about hockey rink. I would hate to have this replace highschool
rink. The HS rink provides an amazing place for kids (I have 3 who play hockey), tourists,
couples and everything in between. The multiuse aspect of the HSR is amazing and provides
transient workforce without cars a place to enjoy Banff. I guess they could co-exist but if
High School sees alternate they might oppose continuing.
25. Update soccer field to be regulation size and to have goal too (not rugby goal).
26. Please only fence of the playground areas.
27. Ensure that there is adequate power for lighting, space for having a warming hut and access
7

to water to flood an oval.
28. costs
29. Long track speed skating on 400 m track each winter
30. On the next page (with the diamonds) I'm assuming that lights are selected as an
improvement b/c there would only be two diamonds. If there are three diamonds
lightening may not be necessary. Also I would have to add under the lowest priority that
Improvement and expansion of picnic areas would also be in there, however I was only able
to pick 5.
31. Having a large flat space for the possible development of a long track speed skating oval at
the site in the winter (would be a field in the summer).
32. Outdoor rink for speedskating usage.
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Item

Section 4
Rec. #

Description

Notes

Unit

Unit
Price

Quantity

Total

Phase 1
1.00

Rec #7

Ball Diamond Lighting and Secondary Power Access

1.01

Rec #6

Ball Diamond Irrigation and Regrading

1.02

Rec #8

Ball Diamond Fencing Improvements

1.03

Rec #10/11

1.04

Rec #35

Rugby/Soccer Field Improvements, Irrigation and Regrading

Incl. Sports field flood lights, secondary power access and servicing
connections
Incl. Removal and replacement of existing irrigation systems in the east and
central ball diamonds, irrigation controls, servicing connections, site
excavation, regrading and new surface materials (sod and shale, as
required)
Incl. Removal and replacement of damaged fence components, addition of
sports field netting (2.4m ht) along foul lines and section of centre
diamond outfield fence
Incl. Removal of cinder track, removal and replacement of existing
irrigation systems, irrigation controls, servicing connections, regrading and
expansion of field, replacement of goal posts and new surface material
(sod)
Incl. Stripping, grading, granular road base, gravel surface, two access gates
and landscaping

Seasonal South Parking Lot Expansion

ea

2

$120,000

$240,000

ea

2

$120,000

$240,000

Lump Sum

1

$25,000

$25,000

Lump Sum

1

$230,000

$230,000

1

$75,000

$75,000

Phase 1 Subtotal

$810,000

Lump Sum

Phase 1 Subtotal

Phase 1 - Optional Items
1.05

Item

Rec #1

Wildlife Fencing - Option 1 - Site Perimeter Fencing

Section 4
Rec. #

Description

Incl. approx. 1290 lm Wildlife fencing around entire perimeter of site,
including pedestrian gates, vehicle gates (texas gates) and wildlife gates
(deer gates) (steel posts)

Notes

Lump Sum

$142,200

$142,200

Phase 1 Options Subtotal

$142,200

Phase 1 Without Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency
Phase 1 Without Optional Items Total

$810,000
$243,000
$1,053,000

Phase 1 With Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency
Phase 1 With Optional Items Total

$952,200
$285,660
$1,237,860

Unit

1

Unit
Price

Quantity

Total

Phase 2
2.00

Rec. #36

Maintenance Yard and Storage Building Relocation

2.01

Rec. #34

Sundance Road Parking Expansion (750sq.m)

2.02

Rec. #2/13

Skateboard Park Relocation and Expansion* (3000sq.m area)

2.03

Rec. #2/22

North Playground Expansion with Picnic Area

2.04

Rec. #20

2.05

Rec. #2/30

2.06

Rec. #33

2.07

Rec. #4

2.08

Rec. #4

2.09

Rec. #4

Rugby Washroom Building
Rugby/soccer Field Picnic Area
North Parking Lot Improvements
Trail Improvement: Granular trail from Sundance Road to new asphalt
trail (east side of rugby soccer field) (2m width)
Trail Improvement: Asphalt trail from east side of south parking lot to
skateboard park (3m width)
Trail Improvement: Granular trail from relocated maintenance yard to
the granular area between the west and centre diamonds (2m width)
Phase 2 Subtotal

Incl. Removal of existing maintenance yard (fencing and structures),
construction of new yard (stripping, regrading, fencing, gates, gravel) and
relocation of existing storage building with new concrete pad,
electrical/water/gas servicing and landscaping
Incl. Stripping, regrading, gravel and landscaping
Incl. Design and construction of skateboard park 3000sq.m. including
skateboarding elements, stripping, regrading, surfacing materials (concrete)
and landscaping *
Incl. Striping, regrading, construction of nature play elements, engineered
mulch (500sq.m), 4 picnic tables on gravel pad, 1 handicap picnic table on
gravel pad, two benches, split rail fence and landscaping
Incl. Four stall washroom building with self-contained pump-out vault and
water connection with outdoor tap
Incl. 3 picnic tables on gravel pads, 1 handicap table on gravel pad and 1
garbage receptacle and 1 recycling receptacle
Incl. Asphalt resurfacing (50mm depth overlay)
Incl. Stripping, regrading, granular roadway base compaction, 3m wide
granular trail and removable bollards
Incl. Stripping, regrading, granular base compaction, 3m wide asphalt trail
and removable bollards
Incl. Stripping, regrading, granular base compaction, 1.5m wide granular
trail and landscaping

Lump Sum

1

$50,000

$50,000

1

$67,500

$67,500

Lump Sum

1

$1,800,000

$1,800,000

Lump Sum

1

$315,000

$315,000

Lump Sum

1

$160,000

$160,000

Lump Sum

1

$10,000

$10,000

Lump Sum

1

$15,000

$15,000

LM

215

$90

$19,350

LM

265

$200

$53,000

LM

95

$90

$8,550

Phase 2 Subtotal

$2,498,400

Phase 2 - Optional Items
2.10

Rec. #1

Wildlife Fencing- Option 2 - Skateboard Park and North Play Area

Incl. Wildlife fencing around the north play area and skateboard park

Lump Sum

$180,000

$180,000

Phase 2 Options Subtotal

1

$180,000

Phase 2 Subtotal
30% Contingency
Phase 1 Total

$2,498,400
$749,520
$3,247,920

Phase 2 With Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency
Phase 2 With Optional Items Total

$2,678,400
$803,520
$3,481,920

*Skateboard park cost based on standards base design and conditions. Further geotechnical and design is required to confirm if added base design is required.

Item

Section 4
Rec. #

Description

Notes

Unit

Unit
Price

Quantity

Total

Phase 3
3.00

Rec. #9

Remove Ball Diamond

3.01

Rec. #19

Multi-purpose Building (Requires a geotechnical review to confirm
foundation Requirments)

3.02

Rec. #2/32

3.03

Rec. #19

3.04

Rec. #17

3.05

Rec. #2/14

Off-leash Dog Area

3.06

Rec. # 31

east ball diamond picnic expansion

3.07

Rec. #18

toboggan hill

Rec. #4

Trail Improvement: Realign Birch Avenue granular trail from proposed
adventure play area to north parking lot (2m)

3.08

Multi-purpose building gathering plaza and adjacent group picnic area

Incl. Removal and disposal of existing irrigation, fences, shale. Site
regrading and surface repairs (sod)
Incl. Design and construction of multi-purpose building, including
gas/electrical/water servicing, internal furnishings, water servicing
connection for seasonal rink (50mm min line with on demand hot water
heater)

Lump Sum

1

$35,000

$35,000

Lump Sum

1

$850,000

$850,000

Incl. Paving surface, landscaping, seasonal shade structures, 6 plaza tables, 2
handicap tables, 3 benches, 4 picnic tables on gravel pads, 1 barbeque on Lump Sum
gravel pad and a group picnic shelter with 2 tables

1

$165,000

$165,000

Sanitary Servicing Option 1 - Multi-purpose Building connection to pumpIncl. Self-contained sanitary pump-out vault system
out vault sanitation system
Seasonal Skating Rink
Incl. Rink boards

Lump Sum

1

$100,000

$100,000

Lump Sum

1

$120,000

$120,000

Incl. Landscaping, fencing and gates, four garbage receptacles, four dog bag
Lump Sum
dispensers, three benches and water tap, including servicing connection

1

$43,500

$43,500

1

$64,000

$64,000

1

$45,700

$45,700

1

$77,000

$77,000

Phase 3 Subtotal

$1,500,200

Incl. Landscaping, 12 picnic tables on gravel pads, 4 barbeques on gravel
Lump Sum
pads, 4 recycling receptacles and 4 garbage receptacles
Incl. Transport (not supply) of fill materials, regrading and new surface
Lump Sum
materials (sod)
Incl. Removal of existing trail, relocation (or removal and replacement) of
existing trail bridge, stripping, regrading, granular base compaction and 4m Lump Sum
wide granular trail

Phase 3 - Optional Items
3.09

Rec. #1

3.10

Rec. 17

3.11

Rec. #19

3.12

Rec. #32

Item

Wildlife Fencing- Option 2 - Off-leash Dog Area

Incl. Wildlife fencing around the off-leash area.
LM
Includes servicing connection from multi-purpose building and 6 light
Lump Sum
standards
Equals the total cost for sanitary servicing connection to municipal system
Sanitary Servicing Option 2 - Premium to upgrade multi-purpose building
minus the total cost for Option 1 - Self-contained sanitary pump-out vault Lump Sum
servicing to municipal sanitation lines instead of pump-out vault system
system * requires a feasibility study
Optional Item - Group fireplace/fire pit in multi-purpose building plaza
Incl. fireplace/fire pit, including gas servicing.
Lump Sum
area

280

$80

$22,400

1

$70,000

$70,000

1

$300,000

$300,000

1

Optional Item - Rink lights

Section 4
Rec. #

Description

$15,000

$15,000

Phase 3 Options Subtotal

$407,400

Phase 3 Without Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency
Phase 3 Without Optional Items Total

$1,500,200
$450,060
$1,950,260

Phase 3 With Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency
Phase 3 With Optional Items Total

$1,907,600
$572,280
$2,479,880

Notes

Unit

Unit
Price

Quantity

Total

Phase 4
3.00

3.01

3.02

3.03

Rec. #2/26/27 Group Picnic/Bow River Picnic

Rec #2/23

Rec. #2/29

South Playground Expansion

South Play/Washroom Gathering Plaza and adjacent picnic area

Rec. #2/24/28 Adventure Play

3.04
3.05

Rec. #25
Rec. #16

3.06

Rec. #4

3.07

Rec. #4

3.08

Rec. #3/12

Children Bike Skills Area and Bike Terrain Loop
Fitness Elements
Trail Improvement: Provide granular trail connection along the south
access road from the Birch Avenue trail to the trail connection west of
the group picnic area (2m Width)
Trail Improvement: Asphalt trail from south parking lot to washroom
building (3m Width)
Tennis Courts Fencing Repair and Landscape Screening Improvements

Incl. 8 picnic tables on gravel pads, 4 handicap tables on gravel pads, 3
barbeques on gravel pads, split rail fencing, landscaping, surface material
improvements (sod and gravel), secondary power access, drinking water
tap relocation and new drinking water tap
Incl. Nature and water play elements, engineered mulch (1250sq.m) and
water servicing connection
Incl. Paving surface, landscaping, 3 handicap tables, 3 benches, 10 picnic
tables on gravel pads, 3 Barbeque on gravel pads and repair/replace the
existing group picnic shelter
Incl. Adventure play elements, engineered mulch (870sm.m), 6 picnic
tables on gravel pads, 1 handicap picnic table on gravel pad
Incl. Bike skills elements and site regrading
Incl. Fitness elements on pea gravel surface
Incl. Stripping, regrading, granular roadway base compaction, 2m wide
granular trail and removable bollards
Incl. Removal of damaged trail sections, regrading, granular base
compaction, 3m wide asphalt trail
Incl. Replacement of damaged fence mesh and landscape screening along
the windward sides of the tennis court.

Lump Sum

1

$75,500

$75,500

Lump Sum

1

$800,000

$800,000

Lump Sum

1

$120,100

$120,100

Lump Sum

1

$500,000

$500,000

Lump Sum
ea

1
5

$70,000
$4,500

$70,000
$22,500

LM

140

$90

$12,600

LM

70

$200

$14,000

1

$20,000

$20,000

Phase 3 Subtotal

$1,634,700

Lump Sum

Phase 4- Optional Items
3.09

Rec #1

Wildlife Fencing- Option 2 - South Play Area, Adventure Play Area and
Bike Skills Park

Incl. Wildlife fencing around the south play areas, adventure play area and
LM
bike skills area.

$80

$32,800

Phase 3 Options Subtotal

410

$32,800

Phase 4 Without Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency
Phase 4 Without Optional Items Total

$1,634,700
$490,410
$2,125,110

Phase 4 With Optional Items Subtotal
30% Contingency
Phase 4 With Optional Items Total

$1,667,500
$500,250
$2,167,750

Future (Undetermined Phase)
3.00

Rec. #15

3.01

Rec. #4

3.02

Rec. #21

future greenhouse and yard

3.03

Rec. #5

Wayfinding/Signage

Canoe Landing
Trail Improvement: Asphalt trail from footbridge to east side of south
parking lot and from footbridge to Cave Avenue

Incl. removable floating dock and bank reinforcement
Incl. Stripping, regrading, granular base compaction, 3m wide asphalt trail
and removable bollards
Incl. Greenhouse building, fencing, shed, compost bins and rainwater
barrels
Incl.

1

$35,000

320

$200

$35,000
$64,000

1

$35,000

$35,000

1
$50,000
Phase 2 Subtotal

$50,000
$184,000

Future Phase Subtotal
30% Contingency
Future Phase Total

$184,000
$55,200
$239,200

